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EXT - NIGHT - SPACE - KRYPTONIAN SPACE
Words scroll across the screen like they are being typed by a
computer.

BRAINIAC
INCOMING INTERGALACTIC MESSAGE...
SOURCE... SPATIAL GRID 26357.446...
PLANET OF ORIGIN... KRYPTON...

A shadow seems to block out the sun.
INT - DAY - PLANET KRYPTON’S MAIN INTERGALACTIC
COMMUNICATIONS ROOM
Zod stands in front of the main communicator, in the process
of sending out a message.

ZOD
This planet is ripe for the picking. Come
and reign your destruction down upon it.

Suddenly, the sound of a laser powered pistol powering up is
heard and Zod stops what he’s doing. Jor-El advances behind
him.

JOR-EL
Stop what you’re doing and move away from
the console.

Zod raises his hands above his head and slowly turns around
to face Jor-El.

ZOD
You’re too late Jor-El. Nothing can stop
it now.

Jor-El keeps the pistol pointed at Zod as he moves closer to
the communications console Zod was just using and Zod backs
away to keep from being fired on.

JOR-EL
What have you done Zod?

Jor-El begins looking over the console, attempting to find
out what Zod has done.

ZOD
You may have my forces outnumbered and
outgunned, but as of this moment, none of
that matters anymore.

Jor-El continues to look over the console.
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JOR-EL
You’ve sent out a transmission. What kind
of transmission, and to where?

Zod simply stands with his arms up in Jor-El’s presence.
ZOD

If I can’t have this planet, no one will.
Zod and Jor-El stand motionless in the Communications Room
together.
INT - DAY - LATER - KRYPTONIAN SCIENCE COUNCIL CHAMBERS
Jor-El stands at the centre of a circle of Council members
conferring on the subject at hand.

JOR-EL
My analysis of the data confirms... a
message was sent out through the
Intergalactic Communications terminal Zod
had accessed for several minutes before I
could get to him.

COUNCIL MEMBER #1
Do you believe Zod was attempting to
contact his supporters from Daxam?

JOR-EL
We should be so fortunate. Based on the
spatial coordinates of the transmission,
I fear he may have made contact with the
Brain Interactive Construct.

COUNCIL MEMBER #2
Brainiac.

JOR-EL
Yes.

COUNCIL MEMBER #3
Can that be confirmed?

Jor-El looks down at his pad of information.
JOR-EL

The auto-response system of the
communication confirms that the message
was received at coordinates 71395.594.
But preliminary scans of those
coordinates show no sign of any satellite
or ship in that vicinity which could have
received such a message.
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COUNCIL MEMBER #1
So it’s possible that the message was
received by no one.

Jor-El looks down at his pad again for a second.
JOR-EL

Those are the last known coordinates of
the Brain Interactive Construct.

COUNCIL MEMBER #4
And the last known coordinates of the
Plaxor system which was recently
destroyed by it. It’s a well-known fact
that Brainiac rarely stays in a system he
destroys. What he wants is gone. He
invariably goes in search of his next
target.

JOR-EL
But there have been instances where he is
known to monitor transmissions in
previously destroyed areas for signs of
life and transmissions which would lead
to a potential new target.

Council Members are not convinced.
COUNCIL MEMBER #2

The Plaxans were a xenophobic species
without interplanetary space travel. It’s
unlikely that the Brainiac would monitor
communications to a species that did not
communicate with the rest of the
universe.

JOR-EL
Still, it’s worth preparing for the
possibility that...

Council Member #1 holds up his hand to stop Jor-El from
continuing.

COUNCIL MEMBER #3
This society is in the midst of its most
deadly and uncertain civil war in its
history at the hands of that
megalomaniacal dictator, Zod. And you
would have us create more chaos by
announcing to all sides that a doomsday
event may be coming which we can not
confirm with factual evidence of such an
eventuality?
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Jor-El becomes frustrated.
JOR-EL

But it makes sense to...
COUNCIL MEMBER #1

No, we will not be the architects of
panic and fear in these uncertain times.

JOR-EL
Then you become the architects of our own
destruction.

Jor-El turns around to leave the Council Chambers.
COUNCIL MEMBER #1

Jor-El.
Jor-El stops and then faces the council.

COUNCIL MEMBER #1 (CONT’D)
You are hereby ordered by this council
not to reveal the details of what you
have discovered here today. If knowledge
of this transmission and its possible
intended target is heard by anyone
outside this room, it shall be decided
that you have committed an act of treason
against this planet and its people.

JOR-EL
Is it now considered treason to ensure
this planet’s security by saving it from
potential disaster?

The Council is silent for several seconds.
COUNCIL MEMBER #1

Neither you nor anyone known to you is
permitted to attempt to circumvent the
authority of this council to warn people
of this event or do so indirectly by
leaving this planet.

JOR-EL
I hereby state, for the record, that no
person with the power to warn this planet
of its mutually assured destruction shall
leave this planet.

Jor-El turns and leaves the Council Chambers.
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INT - DAY - HALLWAY TO JOR-EL’S HOME
Jor-El and his brother, Zor-El walk down the hallway leading
to Jor-El’s home.

ZOR-EL
You’re certain?

Jor-El looks at his brother.
JOR-EL

Go find your daughter and say your final
good-byes to her brother. She and all you
hold dear will only meet again in the
next life.

Zor-El stops in the hallways as Jor-El continues.
ZOR-EL

This is your doing Jor-El. You’ve doomed
us all.

Jor-El continues his journey towards his home.
INT - DAY - HOME OF JOR-EL AND LARA
Jor-El enters his home to find Lara waiting for him with a
Young Baby Kal-El in her arms.

LARA
What happened?

JOR-EL
Are the preparations complete?

Lara follows her husband into their home as he continues his
path to his laboratory.

LARA
Almost, the ship should contain all
Kryptonian archives within the hour.

JOR-EL
Good, you’ve done well my love. He’ll
need our knowledge and guidance to help
him in his journey towards greatness.

Jor-El walks into his laboratory where a small space ship is
in the centre.
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LARA
But why? Why must our only son be sent
away to such a primitive and distant
world?

Jor-El looks directly at his wife for the first time since he
came home.

JOR-EL
Brainiac is coming.

Lara suddenly clutches Young Baby Kal-El tighter in her arms
at the sound of Brainiac’s name. Jor-El starts surveying the
final stages of the space ship’s pre-launch.

LARA
But the planetary defence system. It
should protect us against Brainiac.

JOR-EL
Most of the energy reserves designated
for planetary defence has been rerouted
to support the fight against Zod’s
forces. Even with their leader captured,
they continue to fight in the hopes of
winning. But no matter how hard they
fight, we’re all doomed. Our son may be
the last chance this planet has.

LARA
For what?

Jor-El turns to Lara.
JOR-EL

Hope.
Jor-El goes back to surveying the space ship’s pre-launch
sequence.
EXT - NIGHT - SPACE - KRYPTONIAN SPACE
The bright red sun of the Kryptonian system shines brightly
in the cold darkness of space, warming the single planet
orbiting it. Slowly, an eclipse starts to form as the massive
metal form of Brainiac passes in front of it on its journey
towards Krypton.
INT - DAY - KRYPTONIAN SCIENCE COUNCIL CHAMBERS
The Science Council is standing around a massive circular
table that acts as a computer screen for information.
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COUNCIL MEMBER #1
The war goes well. Current estimates
predict that the forces of Zod will be
overwhelmed and forced to surrender
within three days. We’ve won.

COUNCIL MEMBER #2
Lets not get ahead of ourselves. We still
have three territories to secure before
we can consider declaring victory.
Something may still happen.

COUNCIL MEMBER #3
What could happen?

Suddenly, the lighting in the room dims and gets darker by
the second. The Council Members look up at the disturbance.

COUNCIL MEMBER #4
What’s going on?

Council Member #2 starts looking at the display screen to
determine the problem, but it suddenly shuts down.

COUNCIL MEMBER #2
The solar power generator just went
offline.

COUNCIL MEMBER #1
Switch to the geothermal backups.

Council Member #3 and #4 work to bring the geothermal energy
back online. Council Member #2 turns to Council Member #1.

COUNCIL MEMBER #2
Most of that energy has been diverted to
support our forces against Zod’s.

COUNCIL MEMBER #1
Most, but not all. Bring it back...

The computer comes to life.
COUNCIL MEMBER #1 (CONT’D)

Good work.
COUNCIL MEMBER #3

It wasn’t us.
COUNCIL MEMBER #4

We didn’t have time to bring it online.
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Council Member #1 comes to the screen and looks at it. The
computer is running through a series of images at an extreme
speed.

COUNCIL MEMBER #1
There’s a download in progress. Someone
has accessed the central planetary
database and going through it like the
security protocols aren’t even there.

COUNCIL MEMBER #4
Who?

Council Member #1 looks up at the ceiling above for a moment
of silence. He walks towards a switch on the wall. Council
Member #1 pulls the switch and the protective dome over the
Council Chambers begins to open. All the Council Members look
up at the dome as it opens, no light coming through it as it
does.

COUNCIL MEMBER #1
Brainiac.

Council Member #1 looks at the series of images on the
computer screen.
INT - DAY - HOME OF JOR-EL AND LARA
Jor-El frantically works away on the space ship in front of
him, despite a lesser amount of lighting in the room. Lara
hurries into the room, Young Baby Kal-El in her arms.

LARA
He’s here.

Jor-El doesn’t look up from what he’s doing as he answers.
JOR-EL

I know. Is the decoy prepared?
LARA

Yes. It should be ready for launch at a
moments notice.

Jor-El moves to another section of the ship to continue his
work.

JOR-EL
Good. Brainiac might try to stop any
outgoing ships. We need to give him
something to do while the real one
escapes.
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LARA
Do you really think it will work?

JOR-EL
It has to. For the sake of everything, it
has to.

Lara carries Young Baby Kal-El over to a nearby panel and
starts helping Jor-El with his modifications.

LARA
But Earth? It’s such a long distance from
here.

JOR-EL
Six galaxies. It’s outside of Brainiac’s
current range, and as a technologically
primitive species, it’s unlikely that the
Brain Interactive Construct will go
there. He’ll be safe.

LARA
He’ll be alone.

JOR-EL
He will look like one of them. They will
embrace him as such.

Lara moves away from the console and holds Kal-El closer.
LARA

But they won’t. The yellow sun they orbit
will change him. Make him powerful beyond
anything they’ve ever seen. They are a
paranoid people. They fear anything they
don’t understand. They will never accept
him.

Jor-El turns to Lara.
JOR-EL

He will be unique. It will help him
become an example of the lives they could
lead. The people they could be. He’ll be
a symbol of hope.

LARA
He’s our son.

Jor-El walks up to his wife. Lara holds Young Baby Kal-El
tighter.
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JOR-EL
And it’s our responsibility to ensure
that he survives. If he remains here, he
will die. It’s the only way Lara.

After a few moments of hesitation, Lara looks at Young Baby
Kal-El in her arms and kisses him on the forehead.

LARA
(whispering)

I love you.
Lara hands Young Baby Kal-El over to Jor-El, who takes him in
his arms and holds him tightly against her.

JOR-EL
My son. May the light of our civilization
guide you to a path of truth and justice.

Jor-El walks over to the open space ship and gently lays
Young Baby Kal-El inside it. Jor-El and Lara step away from
the space ship.

JOR-EL (CONT’D)
And always remember that we love you son.

Jor-El reaches over and presses a combination of buttons on a
console. The space ship’s hull starts to close around Young
Baby Kal-El. Once closed, Jor-El presses several more
combinations of buttons and the ship begins to take off.
EXT - DAY - SPACE - KRYPTONIAN SPACE
Brainiac orbits Krypton menacingly. Words scroll across the
screen like a computer screen.

BRAINIAC
PLANETARY DOWNLOAD COMPLETE. BEGINNING
STAGE TWO... ANNIHILATION.

An energy beam begins firing at the planet. The decoy space
ship leaves orbit.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
ALERT. INTERPLANETARY VESSEL DETECTED
LEAVING ORBIT OF TARGET PLANET.
ANALYZING... LIFE FORM DETECTED.
ELIMINATE POTENTIAL ESCAPE OF LIFE FORM.

A second energy beam fires at the decoy ship and destroys it.
The real space ship leaves orbit and continues on its course.
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BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
SECONDARY INTERPLANETARY VESSEL
ATTEMPTING ESCAPE WITH LIFE FORM ON
BOARD. RECHARGE CYCLE INCOMPLETE. UNABLE
TO COMPLETE SECONDARY OBJECTIVE. PROJECT
POTENTIAL COURSE OF VESSEL AND FILE FOR
LATER ELIMINATION. CONTINUE PRIMARY
OBJECTIVE AND INCREASE POWER TO PLANETARY
DESTRUCTION BEAM.

The energy beam increases in size and Krypton begins to break
up, quickly exploding. The space ship carrying Young Baby Kal-
El continues on its course out of the Kryptonian system.

FADE OUT.
EXT - DAY - SPACE - EARTH’S SOLAR SYSTEM
Young Baby Kal-El’s space ship comes into Earth’s orbit. It
begins to burn as the ship begins to get closer and closer to
Earth, heading directly into the atmosphere on a direct
course for the North American continent.
EXT - DAY - SMALLVILLE, KANSAS, USA
A truck is driving along the empty road with nothing but
farmland around it. The truck drives along at a slow pace as
its two occupants, Jonathan and Martha Kent talk.
INT - DAY - CAR OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT
Jonathan and Martha Kent make their way home, discussing the
future.

JONATHAN KENT
So what do you think Martha? Does it look
like it might rain to you?

Martha Kent looks up into the sky to check for rain and sees
what looks like a comet hurtling towards them at an
incredible speed.

MARTHA KENT
Jonathan? Look.

JONATHAN KENT
What? What is it?

MARTHA KENT
Up in the sky.

Jonathan Kent looks up into the sky and gets a glimpse of the
space ship coming at them.
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JONATHAN KENT
Its, what is that?

MARTHA KENT
I don’t know. It couldn’t be a bird.

JONATHAN KENT
A plane maybe?

MARTHA KENT
It’s... oh my god. Stop.

Jonathan Kent slams on the breaks of the car and it comes to
a screeching halt just as Young Baby Kal-El’s space ship
passes in front of their windshield and descends to the
ground in a field. Jonathan and Martha Kent start looking
around at the event that just happened in front of them.

JONATHAN KENT
What was that?

Jonathan Kent begins to get out of the truck.
INT - DAY - HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT - FRONT HALL -
20 YEARS LATER
The early warning siren sounds through the town. Jonathan and
Clark Kent are in the living room of their home.

JONATHAN KENT
You can do this son.

CLARK KENT
I can’t. It’s too big.

JONATHAN KENT
Not for you. This is the kind of job that
only you can do.

CLARK KENT
But I’ve never done anything this big
before. It might be too big, even for me.
I can’t do it. The radiation...

JONATHAN KENT
Clark Joseph Kent. I taught you better
than that.

CLARK KENT
Dad.
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JONATHAN KENT
I always taught you to put other people
before yourself. Don’t turn your back on
everything I’ve taught you just because
you’re scared. I’ve seen you run into
burning buildings, keep bombs from
exploding, and catch bullets meant for
others with your bare hands. You were
okay then, and you will be okay now.

Jonathan Kent put his hands on Clark Kent’s shoulders.
CLARK KENT

But what if I fail? I can’t afford to
fail this time Dad. If I do, you and
mom...

JONATHAN KENT
Your mother and I aren’t important son.
What’s important are the thousands of
people who will die if someone like you
doesn’t have the strength of character to
step up and do the right thing. And I
know you have that strength because I was
the one that raised you. I raised you to
be the kind of person that people could
look up to. To be the kind of man that no
one else could be. Because I believe that
you can be that kind of man. A super man.

A few moments pass before Clark Kent looks at Jonathan Kent.
Jonathan Kent steps aside.

JONATHAN KENT (CONT'D)
I believe you can do it son. All you have
to do is believe in yourself.

Clark Kent uses his super-speed to leave his home.
JONATHAN KENT (CONT’D)

Go be a hero Clark.
Jonathan Kent is left alone in the house, watching the open
front door of his home with pride. After a few moments, he
stumbles towards a nearby easy chair and pulls himself into
it, sitting down.
EXT - DAY - OUTSIDE SMALLVILLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
Clark Kent runs at top speed across the field in front of the
nuclear power plant. His trajectory takes him directly
towards the plant.
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INT - DAY - HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT - FRONT HALL -
LATER
Clark Kent walks through the door of his home in search of
his parents. His clothes are tattered and blackened from the
ordeal at the nuclear power plant.

CLARK KENT
Mom? Dad?

There’s no response from within the house.
CLARK KENT (CONT’D)

Dad you were right.
Clark Kent begins to search the house for his parents.

CLARK KENT (CONT’D)
I could do it. I stopped it. I did the
right thing.

INT - DAY - HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT - KITCHEN
Clark enters the kitchen and finds Paramedics in the kitchen
with Martha Kent. Jonathan Kent is lying on the floor of the
kitchen as the Paramedics step away from him.

CLARK KENT
What’s going on?

Martha runs over to Clark and puts her arms around him.
MARTHA KENT

Clark, I’m sorry.
Paramedic #1 walks up to Clark Kent and Martha Kent as
Paramedic #2 starts packing up the emergency supplies.

PARAMEDIC #1
I’m sorry Mr. Kent. But with all the
stress of the plant scare and his heart
condition I’m afraid his heart simply
gave out. There was nothing anyone
could’ve done.

Paramedic #1 walks out of the room with Paramedic #2, leaving
Clark Kent and Martha Kent alone.

PARAMEDIC #1 (CONT’D)
We’ll send the coroner out to pick up the
body as soon as we can.
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Clark Kent and Martha Kent simply stand in the kitchen
motionless.

FADE OUT.
EXT - EVENING - CEMETERY - JONATHAN KENT’S FUNERAL
Clark Kent stands in the cemetery in front of his father’s
coffin at dusk. Martha Kent is standing next to him as others
in attendance stand behind them. They begin to leave as the
service ends but Clark Kent continues to stand there.
Eventually, Martha Kent leaves and Clark Kent continues to
stand in the cemetery alone as Jonathan Kent’s coffin is
lowered into the ground.
EXT - NIGHT - CEMETERY - AFTER JONATHAN KENT’S FUNERAL
Clark Kent continues to stand in the cemetery alone.

CLARK KENT
I did it for you Dad. Because it’s what
you wanted. I did it because you believed
in me.

Clark Kent walks over to where the soil is that will cover
Jonathan Kent’s grave. Clark Kent gets down on one knee with
the soil and the grave in front of him.

CLARK KENT (CONT’D)
Never again.

Clark Kent pushes the large pile of dirt onto the grave.
FADE OUT.

INT - DAY - SEVERAL MONTHS LATER - METROPOLIS - LUTHORCORP
BUILDING
Lex Luthor is in one of the on-site laboratories of
Luthorcorp. There are six people with him in the process of
an experiment.

LEX LUTHOR
Signal strength?

LAB WORKER #1
Seventy thousand megahertz.

Lex surveys the information on the screen in front of him.
LEX LUTHOR

Any contact?
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LAB WORKER #2
No sign of any response sir.

Lex Luthor uses the touch screen on his display.
LEX LUTHOR

Increase power to the satellite, boost
the range.

LAB WORKER #1
To where?

LEX LUTHOR
Just do it.

Lab Worker #1 and Lab Worker #2 do as they’re told,
increasing the power by pressing some of the controls.

LAB WORKER #1
Power output increased to maximum. But I
don’t know how long it will hold.

LEX LUTHOR
Make it hold.

Lex Luthor watches the display.
LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)

Is there any contact?
Lab Worker #1 monitors her station.

LAB WORKER #1
Nothing that I can see.

LEX LUTHOR
Look harder.

LAB WORKER #1
Sir, there’s nothing there.

LEX LUTHOR
There has to be. We detected something
less than twenty minutes ago.

LAB WORKER #1
Whatever it was. It’s gone now.

LEX LUTHOR
Damn it.

Lex Luthor steps away from the display for a moment.
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LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Reboot the system and calculate the next
possible position.

LAB WORKER #2
But sir.

LEX LUTHOR
Do it and do it properly this time or
I’ll find someone who will.

Lex Luthor turns around and heads for the exit. His
assistant, Mercy, meets him at the exit.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP HALLWAY ON THE TENTH FLOOR
Lex Luthor walks down the hallway and Mercy follows close
behind.

LEX LUTHOR
They are failing.

MERCY
They have only been on the project for
three days.

LEX LUTHOR
And yet they have managed to fail
already. It’s quite impressive.

MERCY
Sir, you asked me to find the most
inventive and creative minds in
communications and spatial harmonics. And
I found them for you. They will find a
solution and make contact. All you have
to do is give them time to work on the
problem.

Lex Luthor stops in front of the private elevator to his
office, waiting for it.

LEX LUTHOR
Your faith in them is admirable. But if
your faith doesn’t start producing
results soon, then perhaps it’s not them
that needs to be replaced.

Mercy is silent for a moment.
MERCY

Yes sir.
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The elevator opens its doors and both Lex Luthor and Mercy
step inside.
INT - DAY - ELEVATOR TO LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE
Lex Luthor and Mercy wait as the elevator goes up to Lex
Luthor’s office.

LEX LUTHOR
This could be the key. It could mean the
answer to all the questions I have ever
had since that day in the field when I
was a child. I will not allow for such an
opportunity to slip through my fingers
because of the incompetence of people who
see problems that can’t be solved.
Solutions are the only option. Contact
must be made. There is no room for
excuses or problems. See that it gets
done.

MERCY
Yes sir.

The elevator comes to a stop and the doors open to Lex
Luthor’s office.

LEX LUTHOR
Good. Now how is the Metallo project
coming along?

Lex Luthor and Mercy step out of the elevator and into Lex
Luthor’s office.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE
Foreman Jack Laurel of the warehouse walks through it towards
a young man, John Smith, in the middle of his job, packing
crates on to a flatbed truck.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Smith.

John Smith turns to face Foreman Jack Laurel at the sound of
his name.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL (CONT’D)
You’re up.

Foreman Jack Laurel stops in front of John Smith and turns
slightly to reveal a young man coming up next to him.
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FOREMAN JACK LAUREL (CONT’D)
It’s time for you to take your years of
experience and put it to good use. This
is Clark Kent.

John Smith holds out his hand. Clark Kent takes it and they
shake hands.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL (CONT’D)
He’s going to be joining us as of today
and it’s your job to show him the ropes.
Teach him the basics and make sure that
he doesn’t break any bones.

CLARK KENT
That won’t be an issue sir.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Good. See that it stays that way.

Foreman Jack Laurel looks at John Smith.
FOREMAN JACK LAUREL (CONT’D)

He’s all yours.
Foreman Jack Laurel leaves Clark Kent and John Smith alone in
their section of the warehouse. John Smith turns to Clark
Kent once he’s gone.

JOHN SMITH
You’re not a moron, are you Clark?

CLARK KENT
No, I’m not.

JOHN SMITH
Good. Then I don’t really have to explain
the incredibly complicated rocket science
of picking something up and moving it
somewhere else.

CLARK KENT
I’m sure I’ll find a way to manage
without that explanation.

JOHN SMITH
Then all I need to do is explain to you
that they run a very tight shift around
here. Every company we’re contracted to
expects us to deliver their orders on
schedule and on time.
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If we don’t, there are a million other
warehouses in Metropolis that would jump
at the chance to take business away from
us. Anyone who makes something like that
happen is getting fired... or worse.

John Smith goes back to packing crates onto the flatbed
truck.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
Keep your head down. Do your job
properly. Make sure that you’re here when
you need to be. And don’t go being a
hero.

CLARK KENT
I’m sorry?

JOHN SMITH
A lot of new people here like to try and
prove themselves by trying to carry more
then they can handle. Acting like some
big shot hoping it will get them a
permanent position. So I’m giving you the
heads up ahead of time. Being a hero
doesn’t get you a long term paycheck.
Don’t go trying it.

Clark Kent stands silent for a moment before responding.
CLARK KENT

Don’t worry about it. I’m no hero.
JOHN SMITH

All right then. Lets get you familiar
with the shipping schedule. You can start
helping me with this any time Kent.

Clark Kent starts helping John Smith move the crates onto the
flatbed.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE
Lex Luthor stands in his office, looking out of the massive
twentieth floor window. The window looks over the city of
Metropolis. The Luthorcorp building towers over every other
in the city. Lex Luthor stares across the Metropolis skyline,
remembering a moment that happened many years ago.
EXT - DAY - BAKER’S RESIDENCE, SMALLVILLE, KANSAS - TWENTY
YEARS AGO
A Young Lex Luthor steps in a pile of horse excrement by
accident.
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YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
Eww.

LIONEL LUTHOR
Son? Son are you all right?

Young Lex Luthor steps away from the pile of horse excrement
and tries to scrape it off on the ground. Lionel Luthor,
Lex’s father, makes his way over to his son.

LIONEL LUTHOR (CONT’D)
What’s wrong?

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
This place is gross.

Lionel Luthor watches Young Lex Luthor clean off his shoe.
YOUNG LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)

This place isn’t like Metropolis. It’s
dirty, and it’s gross.

LIONEL LUTHOR
That’s true Lex.

Young Lex Luthor and Lionel Luthor begin making their way
towards the Baker residence.

LIONEL LUTHOR (CONT’D)
But I brought you here to remind you that
is not a bad thing.

Young Lex Luthor continues to scrape the excrement off his
shoe as they walk up to the house.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
I don’t see how it could be anything
good.

LIONEL LUTHOR
That’s because you haven’t considered how
important such humble beginnings can be
son. Some of the greatest minds in human
history came from such beginnings.
Leonardo Davinci, Abraham Lincoln, John F
Kennedy. They all came from humble
beginnings and found greatness.

Lionel Luthor stops and faces Young Lex Luthor.
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LIONEL LUTHOR (CONT’D)
You must not look down on the simplicity
and humility of your surroundings,
whether you live with them or not. You
must see them as a challenge. Something
to motivate and push you towards greater
things.

Lionel Luthor puts his hand on Lex’s shoulder.
LIONEL LUTHOR (CONT’D)

Now come with me. I have a business
transaction to complete.

A sudden loud noise is heard in the sky. Lionel Luthor looks
up to see the cause but there is nothing.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
Dad? Dad, what’s going on?

A ship with a flaming tail of ash and soot goes barrelling
through the air towards the Baker residence.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
What is that?

LIONEL LUTHOR
Something powerful.

The ship crashes through the roof of the Baker residence,
sending debris everywhere and narrowly avoids Lionel Luthor
and Young Lex Luthor before crashing into the Baker’s field.
Young Lex Luthor wakes up under a pile of rubble from the
Baker residence and looks around.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
Dad?

Young Lex Luthor gets up and starts looking for his father.
He eventually finds Lionel Luthor buried under a lot of
debris. Young Lex Luthor begins clearing away the pieces of
the Baker residence only to find a large piece of wood lodged
deep within his father’s heart.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Dad.

Lionel Luthor lays motionless, dead.
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INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE -
PRESENT DAY
Lex Luthor stands at the window contemplatively for a few
more moments before moving towards his desk. Lex Luthor
presses a button on his computer.

LEX LUTHOR
Bring up the files on trajectory analysis
assessment.

The computer brings up a list of files which Lex Luthor looks
through.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Begin running the scenarios again using
satellite imagery from Kansas state
weather satellites and bring their
projections up on the main screens.

Lex Luthor’s windows overlooking Metropolis suddenly become
dark and computer screens take their place, bringing up a
full-sized image of Earth as seen from space.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Project potential trajectories for
objects landing in Baker’s field,
Smallville Kansas on June 19th, 1985.

The window screen begins animating trajectories that Lex
Luthor watches intently. Suddenly, the buzzing of the office
intercom breaks him out of his study. Lex Luthor presses a
button on his intercom system.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
What?

MERCY
(on Intercom)

Sir. We think we have something.
LEX LUTHOR

I don’t pay you for potential results
Mercy.

MERCY
(on Intercom)

We may have received a transmission of
unknown origin.

LEX LUTHOR
What kind of transmission?
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MERCY
(on Intercom)

The kind that didn’t come from this solar
system.

Lex Luthor pauses for a moment.
LEX LUTHOR

Record every piece of information you can
get on this transmission and I’ll be
there before you can finish.

Lex Luthor takes his finger off the intercom. He presses the
same button on his computer.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Continue with calculations but retract
visual display.

The computer screen overlapping the windows disappear. Lex
Luthor makes his way to the elevator in his office.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE - ONE WEEK LATER
Clark Kent and John Smith are finishing off the last order of
the day by packing the boxes onto a flatbed truck for
shipping.

JOHN SMITH
That’s pretty much it. The entire
schedule in a nut shell. It’s fairly
simple. Laurel will probably give you a
complete schedule for you to follow at
some point. Make sure to stick to it and
don’t go wandering into other areas of
the plant.

CLARK KENT
Why is that?

John Smith looks at Clark Kent for a moment.
JOHN SMITH

Just don’t, all right?
Suddenly, there’s a loud crash about fifty feet away in the
warehouse followed by a scream of pain. Clark Kent and John
Smith look at each other for a moment before John begins
rushing over to the sound of the crash. Clark simply stands
where he is as voices are overheard talking near the crash
site.
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FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
What happened?

JOHN SMITH
I don’t know. We just heard a crash.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Someone get a lift over here and get this
off of him. He’s hurt badly. We need to
get him to a hospital.

The end of shift whistle blows through the warehouse. Clark
Kent uses a nearby towel to wipe any wood or cardboard off
his hands and then starts heading in the opposite direction
of the accident.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE
Lex Luthor is sitting behind his desk with Mercy in front of
it. Lex Luthor is looking through analysis papers on his
desk.

LEX LUTHOR
Is this it?

Lex Luthor shuffles through the papers in his hands.
LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)

Seven days of work with the linguistic
and mathematician departments and this is
all you could come up with? A language
that doesn’t exist?

MERCY
The linguistic department has confirmed
with the military communications
department that it’s definitely not any
kind of code that was developed on Earth.
The mathematicians believe there to be
some kind of mathematical code in the
message that would unlock the message but
it doesn’t appear to be a binary system
so they’re having trouble cracking it.

Lex Luthor drops the papers on his desk.
LEX LUTHOR

Have all the data sent to me. I’m going
to look it over and do it myself.

MERCY
Sir?
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Lex Luthor looks at Mercy.
LEX LUTHOR

I didn’t just create this company out of
thin air Mercy. Every one of these
departments exists today because of an
invention that I came up with in the
field. I don’t care if the message came
from a civilization long since dead and
this is a cry for help. It’s alien, and
we’re going to crack it. Send me
everything that you have on the message
and everything the departments have done
to decode it.

Mercy puts down the file folders in her hands on Lex Luthor’s
desk.

MERCY
Yes sir. I’ll have everything on your
desk in an hour.

LEX LUTHOR
See that it is.

Lex Luthor starts picking up the new file folders on his desk
and Mercy turns around towards the elevator.
EXT - DAY - OUTSIDE ENTRANCE TO PACKAGING PLANT
Clark Kent makes his way towards the entrance of the
Packaging Plant. He is about to start a new day of work. As
he does, he hears a voice nearby.

MYSTERY WOMAN
I can’t.

Clark Kent stops to look around. He sees John Smith standing
enclosed by four large cargo containers ready for shipping.
John Smith is talking to a Mystery Woman. They appear to be
involved in a heated discussion. Clark does not listen in, he
simply walks into the plant.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE - LATER
Clark Kent is busy working, packing boxes into the back of a
truck. John Smith comes towards Clark Kent quickly.

JOHN SMITH
Kent.

Clark Kent turns to face John Smith with one of the larger
boxes in his hands.
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JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
What happened to you yesterday?

CLARK KENT
What do you mean?

John Smith stops in front of Clark Kent.
JOHN SMITH

The accident? You were right there but I
didn’t see you when it happened. You
could’ve helped.

CLARK KENT
I told you. I’m no hero.

JOHN SMITH
It doesn’t take a hero to help out at an
accident. It just takes a decent human
being.

CLARK KENT
I didn’t want to get in the way.

John Smith stares at Clark Kent confused.
JOHN SMITH

Since when is it getting in the way to
help someone who gets hurt?

CLARK KENT
I just thought it was better if I didn’t
make the situation worse by getting
involved.

John Smith looks down at the box Clark Kent is holding.
JOHN SMITH

Isn’t that heavy?
Clark Kent looks down at the box and then puts it into the
back of the truck. He starts packing boxes on the truck
again.

CLARK KENT
I’ll be okay. So who’s your friend?

JOHN SMITH
Friend?

CLARK KENT
I saw you talking to someone on the way
in. A woman.
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JOHN SMITH
Oh. She was no one important.

John Smith helps Clark Kent with the boxes.
CLARK KENT

Didn’t seem like she was no one.
JOHN SMITH

She’s just a friend of mine. So, are you
ready for another long day of lugging
boxes and everything else around?

CLARK KENT
I can’t wait.

Clark Kent and John Smith begin working on the most recent
shipping order together.
INT - NIGHT - KENT FARM - TEN YEARS AGO
Young Clark Kent is sitting in his barn. There are school
books in front of him that he is studying. Young Clark Kent
is alone and there is nothing but the sound of crickets.
Suddenly, Young Clark Kent looks up at opening in the barn
looking out into the night sky.

YOUNG CLARK KENT
Dad?

Young Clark Kent gets up from the seat he was sitting in and
runs at super speed into his house nearby.
INT - NIGHT - HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT - LIVING ROOM
Young Clark Kent rushes into the house to find his father.

YOUNG CLARK KENT
Dad? Are you in here?

Jonathan Kent walks into the living room from the kitchen.
JONATHAN KENT

What is it son?
YOUNG CLARK KENT

Something’s happening Dad. There are
sirens nearby.

JONATHAN KENT
What kind of sirens?
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YOUNG CLARK KENT
Fire engines I think. They’re not far.

JONATHAN KENT
Can you find where they’re going? Can you
find the fire?

Young Clark Kent listens intently for a few moments.
YOUNG CLARK KENT

It’s at the Ross farm. I can hear the
crackling of the fire. It’s so loud. I
have to go.

Jonathan Kent walks up to his son.
JONATHAN KENT

Clark, it’s a fire. We don’t know what
would happen if you went in there and did
something to help. You could get hurt.

YOUNG CLARK KENT
Or I could be able to help.

JONATHAN KENT
Be careful Clark. You need to make sure
that you’re not seen by anyone. If they
saw you, they might start asking
questions. You can’t...

YOUNG CLARK KENT
I know Dad. I’ll be careful. I’ll save
anyone in danger and be gone before they
know what happened.

JONATHAN KENT
Then go.

Young Clark Kent disappears from the Kent household.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE - TODAY
Clark Kent and John Smith finish off packing the last of the
crates onto a truck. John Smith has worked up a sweat but
Clark Kent hasn’t even broken one.

JOHN SMITH
Damn Kent. What are you? Made of steel or
something?

CLARK KENT
I’m sorry?
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JOHN SMITH
Feel free to break a sweat at some point.
That is actually allowed at this job.

CLARK KENT
Oh. Well, I grew up bailing hay on a
farm. It takes a lot for me to break a
sweat.

JOHN SMITH
You must have done a lot of it to be in
this good shape.

CLARK KENT
It’s a farm. Hay kind of comes with the
territory.

JOHN SMITH
I guess so.

John Smith loads the last crate onto the truck.
JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)

So what are you up to?
CLARK KENT

Up to?
JOHN SMITH

After work. Are you doing anything
important?

CLARK KENT
Thanks, but I don’t really swing that
way.

JOHN SMITH
Good to know. I’m sure my ex-girlfriends
would be pretty upset to find out I was
dating guys now. I was just trying to be
friendly. I figure everyone has trouble
making friends in a new job. Especially
one like this. I might as well help you
start somewhere.

Clark Kent and John Smith walk away from the last shipment of
their work day.

CLARK KENT
Thanks for the offer but I’m not really a
people person. You’re probably better off
not being my friend.
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JOHN SMITH
Isn’t that my decision to make?

CLARK KENT
I’m not the best of people to spend time
with.

JOHN SMITH
Probably not. But you can’t be any worse
then the other people I’ve met around
here. Come on, there’s this place around
the corner called Oracles. It’s got some
of the best beer in Metropolis. Lets go
try it out.

CLARK KENT
I’m not really a drinker.

JOHN SMITH
So have a rum and coke minus the rum.

CLARK KENT
I guess that could work.

JOHN SMITH
Cool. Let’s go.

John Smith and Clark Kent leave the Packaging Plant.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - CODE BREAKING DEPARTMENT
Lex Luthor drops a pile of papers on a desk in the
laboratory.

LEX LUTHOR
Leave your security badges on this desk
and I’ll be sure to have your things from
your office sent to you if I can find the
time to get someone to do that job for
me.

Mercy turns to Lex Luthor from talking with the code
breakers.

MERCY
Sir?

LEX LUTHOR
I’m not talking to you Mercy. It’s
everyone else that’s incompetent.

Lex Luthor spreads out the stapled stacks of papers on the
table.
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LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
You’ve been working on this project for a
week and came up with a bunch of theories
of possible algorithms for decrypting it.
I spent twelve hours looking at the raw
data and found this.

Lex Luthor turns one of the stacks of paper toward the code
breakers.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
It’s a mathematical algorithm built into
the message. The whole thing just needs
to be unlocked. So again I say. Leave
your security badges on this desk and
I’ll have your office things sent to you.

CODE BREAKER #1
But Mr. Luthor.

LEX LUTHOR
You’re fired. All of you. Is there any
part of that which isn’t clear?

CODE BREAKER #1
No sir.

The code breakers all start filing out of the room, leaving
their security badges on the table in front of Lex Luthor as
they do. Mercy walks up to Lex Luthor when they are gone.

MERCY
Sir, was that really necessary?

LEX LUTHOR
I don’t tolerate anything but the best
Mercy. You of all people should
understand that. Now, let’s see what
we’ve got.

Lex Luthor picks up one of the stacks of paper and walks up
to the main computer of the code breaker’s laboratory. Lex
Luthor enters in a series of numbers onto the keyboard which
appear on the main screen. Once he finishes entering in the
information, a message begins being decoded on the screen, it
reads.

BRAINIAC
(Message on Screen)

I AM VRIL DOX OF THE PLANET COLU. MY
MISSION IS TO SEEK OUT NEW FORMS OF LIFE
AND MAKE CONTACT. IF YOU CAN READ THIS
MESSAGE PLEASE RESPOND.
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DIRECT ANY RESPONSE TO SPATIAL
COORDINATES 27839.76 USING A FREQUENCY OF
9982.43 WITH THE SAME MATHEMATICAL
ALGORITHM ENCODED. I AWAIT YOUR RESPONSE.

Lex Luthor reads the message intently.
LEX LUTHOR

Yes. YES! I knew it. All those years of
searching. Years of struggling and
waiting until I had the money and
equipment to solve one of life’s biggest
questions of the last century. And I’ve
done it. I need to prepare a response.

MERCY
But sir. Shouldn’t we contact someone
about this? The government? NASA maybe?
It might be a good idea to let them
construct a response. I mean, it is first
contact with an alien race.

Lex Luthor turns to Mercy.
LEX LUTHOR

This is my discovery. The culmination of
years of research and development when
everyone around me told me I was insane
for obsessing over something that never
happened. I’m not about to hand it over
to some diplomat who’ll only end up
taking all the credit. This is mine. Now
leave me, I need to figure out the
appropriate response.

MERCY
Yes sir.

Mercy leaves Lex Luthor alone in the Code Breakers
laboratory. Lex Luthor types away on the computer in front of
him.
INT - DAY - SAINT MARTINES PRIVATE SCHOOL - TWENTY YEARS AGO
Young Lex Luthor is sitting at his desk, drawing on a piece
of piece of paper. The drawing is of a space ship in red and
blue crayon. Young Lex Luthor’s teacher is standing behind
him, looking at his drawing.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR’S TEACHER
Alexander? What is that?

Young Lex Luthor looks up at his teacher. He quickly covers
up the paper to hide the drawing.
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YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
It’s nothing.

Young Lex Luthor’s Teacher stares at him for a moment.
YOUNG LEX LUTHOR’S TEACHER

Then you won’t mind sharing it with me.
May I see it?

Young Lex Luthor pulls the hidden drawing closer to him.
YOUNG LEX LUTHOR

No. It’s mine.
YOUNG LEX LUTHOR’S TEACHER

Alexander Luthor. Hand that drawing to
me.

Young Lex Luthor eventually hands over the drawing to his
teacher. She looks at the drawing.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR’S TEACHER (CONT’D)
Lex. You know you’re not supposed to be
drawing things like this. It’s not good
for you.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
I know but. I thought maybe if I had a
picture of the space ship people might
believe me when they actually find it.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR’S TEACHER
We’ll talk about this after class Lex.

Young Lex Luthor’s Teacher folds up the paper and carries it
to the front of the class to her desk.
INT - DAY - SAINT MARTINES PRIVATE SCHOOL - LEX LUTHOR’S
TEACHER’S OFFICE - LATER
Young Lex Luthor, his mother Lillian Luthor, and Young Lex
Luthor’s Teacher are sitting in the teacher’s office.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR’S TEACHER
I’m sorry to have to call you here today
Mrs. Luthor. Especially considering your
health, but you expressed a desire to
know if an event such as this happened
again.

LILLIAN LUTHOR
It’s all right Ms. Thorpe. What’s going
on? Did my son do something?
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MS THORPE
(formerly Young Lex Luthor’s
Teacher)

I’ll let the evidence speak for itself.
Ms. Thorpe hands over the drawing to Lillian Luthor. Lillian
Luthor unfolds the piece of paper and looks at the drawing.

LILLIAN LUTHOR
Alexander. Why?

Young Lex Luthor looks at his mother.
YOUNG LEX LUTHOR

I had to. They need to know what it looks
like so they can find the space ship.

LILLIAN LUTHOR
We’ve been over this Alexander.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
But mom.

LILLIAN LUTHOR
No. We’re not going to have this
conversation again. You know there was no
space ship. The Baker’s used planes for
crop dusting. Their plane went down and
crashed into the house on the way. There
was no space ship.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
Mom, I saw it.

LILLIAN LUTHOR
Enough Alexander. You know that’s not
true. Now please. Stop drawing these
things. It’s not good for you to be so
obsessed.

Young Lex Luthor looks down shamefully.
YOUNG LEX LUTHOR

I’m sorry Mom.
LILLIAN LUTHOR

It’s all right Lex. Come on. Let’s go
home.

Young Lex Luthor and Lillian Luthor leave the teacher’s
office.
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INT - DAY - ORACLES BAR AND GRILL - NOW
Clark Kent and John Smith are sitting at a bar together. They
each have a drink in hand.

JOHN SMITH
So Clark. What brings you to Metropolis?

CLARK KENT
I needed a job.

JOHN SMITH
Being a farmer and selling corn wasn’t
enough?

CLARK KENT
My father was the farmer in the family. I
might be able to do the work my father
taught me, but it’s not really my
calling.

JOHN SMITH
And loading shipping boxes is your
calling?

CLARK KENT
Paying for farm hands to help my mother
run the farm doesn’t come cheap. We need
the money.

JOHN SMITH
What about your father? Isn’t he helping
to make the farm any money?

Clark Kent looks down at his drink.
CLARK KENT

My father died.
JOHN SMITH

I’m sorry to hear that. When did it
happen?

CLARK KENT
Six months ago.

JOHN SMITH
Do you mind if I ask how it happened?

CLARK KENT
Heart attack.
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JOHN SMITH
I’m sorry.

CLARK KENT
No more than I am John.

JOHN SMITH
So you took this job for the money,
that’s it?

CLARK KENT
Doesn’t everyone?

JOHN SMITH
I guess you’re right. And it’s probably
better that way. Just focusing on
collecting a paycheck. The less you think
about what goes on at the warehouse the
better.

Clark Kent looks at John Smith curiously.
CLARK KENT

You know you keep saying that but I’m not
exactly clear on what it is that goes on
that I’m not supposed to know about.

JOHN SMITH
Like I said, it’s better that way.

CLARK KENT
So what about you? What made you take a
job at a warehouse? A paycheck like the
rest of us?

JOHN SMITH
Obligation.

Clark Kent looks at John Smith again for a further
explanation.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
My father had a job here and so did my
older brother. I think my grandfather may
have even worked here for a while when it
first opened. So naturally, when I got
old enough to pick up heavy objects,
there was a job waiting for me with my
name on it.

CLARK KENT
Have I met them? Do they still work there
now?
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JOHN SMITH
No, they don’t work there anymore.

CLARK KENT
Why’s that?

JOHN SMITH
They worked themselves to death.

CLARK KENT
I’m sorry.

JOHN SMITH
So am I.

CLARK KENT
Shouldn’t what happened to your father
and brother make you want to find another
job though? If they worked so hard like
that?

John Smith looks at Clark Kent for a moment.
JOHN SMITH

Just because we got into the job for
different reasons, doesn’t mean we don’t
have the same reason for keeping it. We
all have family commitments Kent.

Clark Kent and John Smith continue to sit at the bar and
drink their drinks.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
Speaking of which, Kent. It’s about ten
minutes till the end of the last shift. I
have to get going.

CLARK KENT
I thought you were done for the day.

John Smith looks uncomfortably at Clark Kent.
JOHN SMITH

Yeah, I know. But, I just remembered, I
left something in my locker at work.

CLARK KENT
Locker? I didn’t realize we had lockers
at work. The Foreman didn’t mention
anything about any when he interviewed
me.
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JOHN SMITH
Yeah, well he can be forgetful sometimes.
About a lot of things. And I forgot
something in my locker. So, I’ll see you
tomorrow.

John Smith throws a couple of dollar bills down on the bar to
pay for his drinks.

CLARK KENT
Okay.

John Smith leaves Oracle’s Bar and Grill. Clark Kent watches
John Smith leave for a moment, curiously, and then goes back
to his drink.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE
The doors to Lex Luthor’s elevator open and Lex Luthor steps
out of it into his office. Lex Luthor’s chair behind his desk
is turned away from the elevator, facing out at the windows
which look out over Metropolis. Brainiac/Vril Dox is sitting
in the chair staring out into the city.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Hmm. Primitive post-industrial society
inhabited by a high level primate
species. Barely worth the trip.

Lex Luthor walks up to his desk.
LEX LUTHOR

Who the hell are you and how did you get
in here?

Brainiac/Vril Dox spins the chair around to face Lex Luthor.
Brainiac/Vril Dox is a green-skinned alien with a protective
head gear around the base of his cranium and he’s dressed in
what resembles a white suit robe. The top of his head looks
like the top of a green brain.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

But apparently it’s not without its
bright spots.

Brainiac/Vril Dox gets up from Lex Luthor’s chair and begins
to walk around Lex Luthor’s desk.

BRAINIAC (CONT'D)
(as Vril Dox)

Lex Luthor I presume?
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Lex Luthor does not respond.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
I am Vril Dox, of the planet Colu. After
I received your message, I initiated an
investigative probe of your information
centres to familiarize myself with your
customs and rituals. As I understand it,
a first meeting is often celebrated by
what you call a handshake.

Brainiac/Vril Dox extends his hand in greeting.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Vril Dox.

Lex Luthor looks down at the green hand being extended to him
and shakes it.

LEX LUTHOR
Lex Luthor.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I believe the phrase is, it’s a pleasure
to meet you. Especially since you appear
to be one of the most advanced of your
species. From what I’ve seen so far,
these other primates appear incapable of
decoding such a complicated mathematical
equation. They simply don’t appear to
have the brain power.

LEX LUTHOR
Well I’ve always liked to think of myself
as exceptional.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

And on this planet, you appear to be just
that. I’d be curious to know how you
managed to detect my ship from such a
large distance away, let alone send the
response you sent with your technology.

LEX LUTHOR
And I wouldn’t mind sharing that
information with you. Assuming you
wouldn’t mind answering a few questions
of my own.
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

A thirst for knowledge. Now there’s
something I can relate to.

Lex Luthor and Brainiac/Vril Dox continue to idly shake hands
for a moment of silence.
INT - DAY - RESTFIELD CEMETERY IN METROPOLIS - FIFTEEN YEARS
AGO
Young Lex Luthor is standing over his mother’s grave at her
funeral. The tombstone has already been erected, and it reads
‘Lillian Luthor, loving mother and devoted wife’. An Older
Man is standing next to Young Lex Luthor. He puts his hand on
Young Lex Luthor’s shoulder.

OLDER MAN
I’m sorry Alexander.

The background changes to inside a room.
INT - DAY - LUTHOR MANSION IN METROPOLIS - TEN YEARS AGO
An Older Man has his hand on Young Lex Luthor’s shoulder.
Young Lex Luthor is looking down at a box of possessions in
front of him.

OLDER MAN
I’m sorry but it’s gone. We had to sell
it just to make sure that the company
stayed afloat the way your parents
would’ve wanted it to so you could
inherit it one day. And we’re not even
certain that it will be enough.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
But it’s my home. Where am I supposed to
go?

OLDER MAN
We’ll find you a place.

Young Lex Luthor picks up the box of possessions and follows
the Older Man out of the room.
INT - NIGHT - METROPOLIS ORPHANAGE - NINE YEARS AGO
Young Lex Luthor is shoved to the ground by the Main Bully of
the group that have surrounded him outside the Metropolis
Orphanage.
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MAIN BULLY
Not so rich now, are you rich boy?

Young Lex Luthor turns over to sit on the pavement and looks
at the Main Bully.

MAIN BULLY (CONT’D)
We heard it on the news. That big company
you always talk about inheriting? It’s
about to get a whole lot smaller. They’re
selling it off piece by piece. My guess
is eventually there’s going to be nothing
left. Which means you’re about to become
a poor helpless orphan like the rest of
us. What do you think of that rich boy?

Young Lex Luthor tries to get up but the Main Bully starts
kicking him to keep him down.
INT - NIGHT - METROPOLIS ORPHANAGE - LEX LUTHOR’S ROOM -
LATER
Young Lex Luthor, bruised and beaten by the Main Bully, walks
into his room at the Metropolis Orphanage and looks around.
All over the walls are drawings of Young Baby Kal-El’s space
ship and pictures of various other similar looking aircraft.
On his desk are books about aeronautics and space travel.
Young Lex Luthor walks up to the wall behind his bed and
stares at one of the drawings of Young Baby Kal-El’s space
ship.

YOUNG LEX LUTHOR
This is all your fault.

Young Lex Luthor rips one of the drawings off the wall and
squeezes it into a ball.

FADE OUT.
INT - DAY - OUTSIDE ENTRANCE TO PACKAGING PLANT - TODAY
Clark Kent makes his way to work at the Packaging Plant. John
Smith and Mystery Woman are standing off to the side trying
not to be noticed as they have what appears to be a heated
conversation. Clark Kent watches them intently before using
his super-hearing to listen in on the conversation.

JOHN SMITH
(distorted)

There’s not supposed to be any evidence.
That’s how this sort of thing works.
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MYSTERY WOMAN
(distorted)

That doesn’t mean that there isn’t any.
And it’s your job to find the evidence
before they do. This was your idea
remember, and you better deliver.

Foreman Jack Laurel approaches Clark Kent.
FOREMAN JACK LAUREL

Kent.
Clark Kent stops listening to look at Foreman Jack Laurel.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL (CONT’D)
You okay Kent? You looked a little spaced
out there for a second.

CLARK KENT
Yes sir Mr. Laurel. I’m okay.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Good. I wouldn’t want you getting sick in
your second week on the job. We’re
already short handed with O’Reily and
Baker out for at least six weeks. Can’t
have you dying on me now.

CLARK KENT
Don’t worry sir. I’m all right.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
You know what else is all right Kent? You
calling me Jack. This is a warehouse not
some swanky news office. Relax.

CLARK KENT
Yes sir.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
All right now, I’d like you to meet
someone.

CLARK KENT
Who?

Foreman Jack Laurel leads Clark Kent over to a Large Man
standing inside the Packaging Plant.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Clark Kent, this is Bruno Mannheim.
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BRUNO MANNHEIM
Nice to meet you Kent.

Bruno Mannheim holds out his hand for a handshake. Clark Kent
shakes his hand. Clark Kent doesn’t react as Bruno Mannheim
squeezes hard.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Mr. Mannheim is one of our biggest
investors.

BRUNO MANNHEIM
I like to come by every once and a while,
meet the new employees. Let them know I’m
here for them if they need something.
Extra cash, a place to live. I own quite
a few buildings in the city. I’m sure I
could find a place for you.

CLARK KENT
Thank you for the offer, but I actually
have a place.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Kent, didn’t you tell me that you’re new
to the city? I thought you were looking
for a place to live?

CLARK KENT
I was. But I was lucky enough to find a
place recently. It’s not much, but I’m
willing to work for it.

BRUNO MANNHEIM
Perhaps I could help make the place
better. Or I could set you up in a better
place, let you subsidize the extra rent
cost until you can pay for it yourself.

CLARK KENT
No thank you. I appreciate the offer, but
I come from a farm town in Kansas. We
like to make our own way in the world.

Bruno Mannheim and Foreman Jack Laurel look at each other for
a moment. Bruno Mannheim does not look happy. Eventually,
Bruno Mannheim faces Clark Kent again, with a smile on his
face.

BRUNO MANNHEIM
Well then, let me know if anything
changes. I’d be more than happy to
assist.
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Bruno Mannheim holds out his hand again and Clark Kent shakes
it.

CLARK KENT
I will. Thank you Mister Mannheim.

Bruno Mannheim gives Foreman Jack Laurel an unhappy look
before leaving the Packaging Plant. John Smith comes into the
Packaging Plant from outside, passing by Bruno Mannheim as he
does. Bruno Mannheim bumps into John Smith as he leaves and
doesn’t even bother to say something as he does. John Smith
looks at Bruno Mannheim and then at Clark Kent, standing next
to Foreman Jack Laurel. John Smith walks away to his first
load.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Get back to work Kent.

Foreman Jack Laurel leaves Clark Kent behind near the
entrance of the Packaging Plant.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE - LATER
Clark Kent and John Smith move heavy boxes from the stack
onto the back of a truck.

CLARK KENT
So, you’ve been seeing a lot of her
lately.

JOHN SMITH
Who?

CLARK KENT
That brunette you’re talking to. Who is
she? Your wife?

JOHN SMITH
She’s no one important.

CLARK KENT
So she’s your girlfriend then?

JOHN SMITH
She’s, someone I know that I’d rather
not.

CLARK KENT
Why?

JOHN SMITH
What did Mannheim give you?
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CLARK KENT
What?

JOHN SMITH
Mannheim, what did he give you?

CLARK KENT
Nothing.

JOHN SMITH
Right.

CLARK KENT
He didn’t. He offered me help. Said he
could get me an apartment if I needed
one.

JOHN SMITH
Did you take it?

CLARK KENT
No, I believe in living within my means.
Earning what I paid for. Why?

Clark Kent and John Smith are interrupted by the sound of a
sudden crash nearby. John Smith and Clark Kent look at each
other momentarily before rushing towards the crash with
several other people in the Packaging Plant. When they reach
the site, they see a Young Man trapped under a large crate,
bleeding to death.

YOUNG MAN
HELP me! OH GOD HELP ME!

John Smith runs up to the crate and starts trying to lift it.
JOHN SMITH

Kent, give me a hand.
Clark Kent doesn’t move.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
Kent. He needs help.

CLARK KENT
We can’t. If we lift it off him, he’ll
bleed to death.

JOHN SMITH
And if we leave him alone, the pressure
will kill him. We’ve got to do something.
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Clark Kent hesitates for a moment before looking to the
others around him.

CLARK KENT
Come on, let’s see if we can take some of
the pressure off.

Clark Kent and five other workers at the Packaging Plant move
to positions around the crate. John Smith prepares to assess
the problem.

JOHN SMITH
All right, everybody ready?

WORKER #1
Yeah.

WORKER #2
I’m ready.

WORKER #3
Good to go.

WORKER #4
Ready.

WORKER #5
I’m good.

CLARK KENT
On the count of three. One, two, three.

When Clark Kent says the number three, all six of the people
start lifting the crate. Clark Kent doesn’t show the strain
the other workers are showing. The Young Man yells out in
pain at the relief.

CLARK KENT (CONT’D)
How is he?

JOHN SMITH
He looks okay, but I need to get a better
look and I think he could use a little
less pressure. Can you guys lift it any
higher?

WORKER #1
We’re barely holding it as it is.

CLARK KENT
Come guys, we have to try.
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Clark Kent makes sure that the other workers are trying to
lift harder before using his super strength to lift the crate
higher.

JOHN SMITH
Good. That’s good guys. I think that’s
enough. Hold it there.

The Young Man in pain looks at John Smith directly as he
struggles to deal with the bleeding from where the crate fell
on him.

YOUNG MAN
This is all your fault John.

The Young Man collapses unconscious in his position on the
floor. Foreman Jack Laurel comes over with several other
workers.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
What happened?

JOHN SMITH
What does it look like happened?

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
You three, help these men with holding up
the crate. And someone get a forklift
over here before we end up with more
injuries.

Three more workers move into position and begin helping hold
up the crate as well.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL (CONT’D)
Reeve, Cain, Kent. Ease back on the
lifting and let the new ones hold it till
the forklift gets here.

CLARK KENT
It’s all right. I can manage for a few
more seconds for the forklift.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Don’t be a hero Kent. Let other people
help.

The forklift comes around the corner and begins positioning
itself to take over the crate load.

CLARK KENT
I’m not. I’m just trying to help.
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The Forklift Operator uses the forklift to relieve some of
the pressure of those holding the crate.

FORKLIFT OPERATOR
Okay, I’ve got it, you can set it down
and I’ll take it from here.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
I hope someone bothered to think about
calling an ambulance.

The sound of an Ambulance is heard getting louder quickly.
INT - NIGHT - HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT - TEN YEARS
AGO
Young Clark Kent barges into the house, covered in black soot
and his clothes are charred with holes in them. He appears as
if he’s just run into a burning building.

YOUNG CLARK KENT
Dad.

Jonathan Kent walks in from another room to meet his son.
YOUNG CLARK KENT (CONT’D)

Dad, I screwed up.
JONATHAN KENT

What happened? Are you all right?
YOUNG CLARK KENT

I tried to save them. I really did. There
was a fire over at the Ross farm. I went
in there and tried to save them. But
there was so much smoke and fire that I
couldn’t see anything and I didn’t get to
them in time. I couldn’t even find them.

JONATHAN KENT
Are they?

YOUNG CLARK KENT
Pete got out I think. But his parents.

JONATHAN KENT
I’m sorry son.

YOUNG CLARK KENT
I screwed up.

JONATHAN KENT
Clark.
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YOUNG CLARK KENT
I tried. I really tried. But I screwed
up. I couldn’t save them. I screwed up
and people got killed.

JONATHAN KENT
No, Clark you didn’t.

YOUNG CLARK KENT
People are dead Dad.

JONATHAN KENT
I know. But that’s not your fault. None
of it is. You didn’t start that fire.
It’s not your fault that people died. You
can’t save everyone Clark. No matter how
much you might want to, sometimes you
can’t save people. Not even you can
change that son. But at least you tried,
and that’s the important thing. As long
as you do that, then I know you’ll do
everything you can for other people. And
that’s the important thing. What’s best
for other people.

Jonathan Kent puts his arm around Clark Kent’s shoulders and
starts walking away from the front door.

JONATHAN KENT (CONT’D)
Come on, let’s get you cleaned up.

Clark Kent and Jonathan Kent make their way into the living
room.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP HALLWAY ON TENTH FLOOR - PRESENT DAY
Brainiac/Vril Dox and Lex Luthor are walking down the hallway
towards the Communications Room.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I see. That’s an interesting approach to
sensory detection. I may have to use it
for my own sensors.

LEX LUTHOR
If it will help us continue contact with
the people of Colu, then I welcome it.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Indeed.
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LEX LUTHOR
But the main communications computer is
what makes it all work. I’m sure you’ll
be impressed by that most of all.

Lex Luthor and Brainiac/Vril Dox walk into the Communications
Room.
INT - DAY - COMMUNICATIONS ROOM AT LUTHORCORP
Brainiac/Vril Dox and Lex Luthor move into the middle of the
Communications Room.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Impressive. Especially for an advanced
primate species.

LEX LUTHOR
I thought you’d like it.

Brainiac/Vril Dox walks up to the main control panel and
begins examining it.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

May I?
Lex Luthor motions for Brainiac/Vril Dox to proceed.

LEX LUTHOR
Please.

Brainiac/Vril Dox begins examining the console from all
angles. Eventually, he begins keying in coordinates and a
message.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
What are you doing?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I’m sending a message to my ship for
instructional purposes.

Lex Luthor walks up beside Brainiac/Vril Dox to examine what
he’s doing.

LEX LUTHOR
I don’t recognize that configuration.
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I wouldn’t expect you to.
LEX LUTHOR

Is there someone on your ship receiving
this transmission? A crew?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

No, just the ship.
LEX LUTHOR

Just the ship? It functions on it’s own?
Like, artificial intelligence?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

You could say that.
LEX LUTHOR

Fascinating. I’ve been working on the
prospect of artificial intelligence in
this company for years now and we have
yet to create a working prototype.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Well, you are a primitive race. It may be
beyond your capability to create such
technology.

LEX LUTHOR
Yet we managed to locate and make contact
with an advanced alien species despite
our primitive nature.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Valid point. Perhaps there is hope for
your species after all.

LEX LUTHOR
Perhaps an exchange of information. I
would be willing to share information
regarding my sensor technology, provided
you would be willing to share information
on your artificial intelligence.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

A business proposition. Interesting.
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Something apparently common to most
species in the universe. That may be
acceptable. I would need to understand
how far you are in constructing this
prototype.

LEX LUTHOR
As I would need confirmation of your
artificial intelligence.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Of course.
Brainiac/Vril Dox types several command codes into the
keyboard of the main control panel for the Communications
Room. On the computer screen, computer code runs along the
screen for several seconds before a disembodied head appears
floating on the screen.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

I am the Brain Interactive Construct. My
programming requires authorization of my
programmer, Vril Dox.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Brainiac, this is Vril Dox. Authorization
protocol Seven Five Four Alpha Delta. New
species contact protocol Nine Seven.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Authorization confirmed. How may I be of
assistance?

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Go ahead.
LEX LUTHOR

What did you just do?
BRAINIAC

(as Vril Dox)
I created an uplink between my ship’s
main computer and this one. In order to
demonstrate the validity of my side of
the bargain.
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LEX LUTHOR
An uplink? These computers aren’t
designed to facilitate that kind of
communication.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

They are now.
Lex Luthor begins assessing his computer’s status.

LEX LUTHOR
You’re right. How?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I’m very good with computers. Go ahead,
ask it anything.

Lex Luthor hesitates for a moment.
LEX LUTHOR

Who am I addressing?
BRAINIAC

(in Computer Form)
I am the Brain Interactive Construct,
also known as Brainiac. My function is to
store all knowledge acquired by the
Creator, Vril Dox. Who are you?

LEX LUTHOR
My name is Lex Luthor.

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

Lex Luthor. Accessing. Lex Luthor,
president and CEO of Luthorcorp
Incorporated, real name Alexander Joseph
Luthor, born September 9th, 1978 in
Metropolis Hospital. It is a pleasure to
meet you Lex Luthor.

LEX LUTHOR
Where did you get that information?

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

Alien Contact Protocol Seven Five Four
Alpha Delta requires the acquisition of
all knowledge concerning planetary
contacts.
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I accessed the local government’s
computer system and downloaded your
entire recorded history.

LEX LUTHOR
When?

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

Just now.
LEX LUTHOR

How much information do you have?
BRAINIAC

(In Computer Form)
Your entire recorded history.

LEX LUTHOR
Prove it.

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

Accessing. Alexander Joseph Luthor, born
to Lionel and Lillian Luthor of
Metropolis. Orphaned at the age of 10
after your father was killed in an
aviation crash and your mother died of
stress attempting to shoulder the burden
herself. Your favorite color is green and
you listen to classical music when
brainstorming. Psychological profiles
done after your parents death indicate an
obsession with.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Thank you, Brainiac. I trust I’ve made my
point?

LEX LUTHOR
You have.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I’m sure your project would benefit
greatly from the design specifications to
Brainiac, wouldn’t you say?

LEX LUTHOR
Very much.
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

But before we get to that, I’d appreciate
a look at your progress in artificial
intelligence.

Lex Luthor starts moving towards the door.
LEX LUTHOR

Of course. Let me take you to our
cybernetics lab.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Cybernetics?
LEX LUTHOR

Yes, we’re working under the premise that
if we merge man and machine, eventually
we may be able to construct a metallic
man. The project is called Metallo.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Interesting. Lead on.
Lex Luthor and Brainiac/Vril Dox leave the Communications
Room together. Brainiac/Computer Form remains on the main
computer screen. When Lex Luthor and Brainiac/Vril Dox have
left, it begins accessing information in the Luthorcorp
computer systems.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE - LATER
Clark Kent and John Smith are in line to punch out of work
for the day.

CLARK KENT
So how is he?

John Smith is distracted and doesn’t respond right away.
CLARK KENT (CONT’D)

John?
JOHN SMITH

Sorry?
CLARK KENT

How’s Vince? Is he going be all right?
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JOHN SMITH
I’m not sure. He was in pretty bad shape
when the ambulance took him away
yesterday. Haven’t really heard anything
since. Have you?

CLARK KENT
Not really. That’s why I asked.

JOHN SMITH
Well at the very least, I’m sure we
helped by relieving the pressure of the
crate.

CLARK KENT
Probably. But it makes you kind of wonder
doesn’t it?

JOHN SMITH
About what?

CLARK KENT
Why he said what he said before he passed
out. Something about this being all your
fault. Why would he say that?

JOHN SMITH
I don’t know. Maybe he wasn’t talking
about me.

CLARK KENT
Who else would he be talking about?

Clark Kent and John Smith punch out for the day. They leave
the Main Warehouse.
EXT - DAY - OUTSIDE ENTRANCE TO PACKAGING PLANT - MOMENTS
LATER
Clark Kent and John Smith walk out into the parking lot
together.

JOHN SMITH
Look, Kent, just drop it all right? He’s
alive, that’s all that matters.

Clark Kent and John Smith walk into the Packaging Plant.
Foreman Jack Laurel walks past the entering employees.

FOREMAN JACK LAUREL
Let’s get to work people. We have a lot
of work to get to today and we need to
get started right away. Let’s go.
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Foreman Jack Laurel heads off in the opposite direction of
his office.

JOHN SMITH
Hey Clark.

Clark Kent looks at John Smith.
JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)

I need to do something before we get
started. Would you cover for me?

CLARK KENT
Why?

JOHN SMITH
Just cover for me would you? Our first
load is in Section 13F. Go get it
started.

John Smith heads off in the direction of Foreman Jack
Laurel’s office.

CLARK KENT
John.

Clark Kent starts to follow John Smith but then continues
towards Section 13F of the Packaging Plant.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE
Lex Luthor and Brainiac/Vril Dox are standing in his office.
Lex Luthor hands Brainiac/Vril Dox a memory stick of
information on the communications system.

LEX LUTHOR
This should be everything you need to
modify your radar system.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Thank you, it should prove quite
enlightening.

LEX LUTHOR
As was your help in improving our
cybernetics department. With a few
modifications and an adequate power
source, it should be up and running in a
matter of months.
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Glad I could be of assistance. I look
forward to more collaborations.

LEX LUTHOR
Speaking of which.

Lex Luthor walks over to his desk and opens one of the
drawers. Inside is the drawing Young Lex Luthor did of Young
Baby Kal-El’s space ship that has a drawing of the ‘S symbol’
on it. Lex Luthor takes it out of the drawer.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
I was wondering if you might assist me in
another project I’ve been working on for
quite some time.

Lex Luthor walks over to Brainiac/Vril Dox and hands it to
him.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
You aren’t the first alien life I’ve come
into contact with. But the previous one
has been a little more difficult to track
down. I’m curious to know if you’ve
encountered this species before and if
you could help me in finding it.

Brainiac/Vril Dox looks at the picture.
BRAINIAC

(as Vril Dox)
A Kryptonian.

LEX LUTHOR
A what?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Where did you see this craft?
LEX LUTHOR

In a town called Smallville, years ago
when I was a child.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

So that explains it.
LEX LUTHOR

Explains what?
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

I must go.
LEX LUTHOR

No, wait, what do you.
Brainiac/Vril Dox activates a panel on his arm and he
teleports away.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Know.

Lex Luthor is left standing in the middle of his office with
no trace of Brainiac/Vril Dox left behind.
INT - DAY - OUTSIDE ENTRANCE TO PACKAGING PLANT
The Mystery Woman walks up to Clark Kent and John Smith.

MYSTERY WOMAN
Smith. I need to talk to you.

JOHN SMITH
What. What are you?

The Mystery Woman looks at Clark Kent for a moment.
MYSTERY WOMAN

Who’s this? Does he know? You didn’t tell
him did you?

JOHN SMITH
I didn’t. Kent, I’ll see you later.

John Smith and the Mystery Woman walk away from Clark Kent
quickly. Clark Kent watches them leave and then listens in
with his super hearing when they begin talking.

MYSTERY WOMAN
(distorted)

It happened again, didn’t it?
JOHN SMITH

(distorted)
Yeah, and they figured it out.

MYSTERY WOMAN
(distorted)

Figured what out.
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JOHN SMITH
(distorted)

What all these people have in common.
It’s too obvious. They’re going to figure
it out if they haven’t already, and you
know what that means.

MYSTERY WOMAN
(distorted)

Calm down, you don’t know that for sure
yet. We’ve spent a lot of time doing this
and they haven’t caught on, so they may
just be covering their tracks.

JOHN SMITH
(distorted)

Look, now’s not the time to be having
this conversation. It’s too soon. Come
back later.

John Smith walks away from the Mystery Woman.
MYSTERY WOMAN

John.
When John Smith is far enough away, Clark Kent walks towards
the Mystery Woman. The Mystery Woman is not paying attention
when Clark Kent is within arms distance.

CLARK KENT
Excuse me ma’am.

MYSTERY WOMAN
Who are you?

CLARK KENT
I was about to ask you the same thing.

MYSTERY WOMAN
Excuse me?

CLARK KENT
Look, John is a friend of mine. And from
what I’ve seen of you, he really doesn’t
like you very much. So whatever it is
that you want from him, I’d appreciate it
if you moved on and left him alone.

MYSTERY WOMAN
And what is it that you think I want from
him?
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CLARK KENT
I don’t know, and it doesn’t really
matter. What matters is that he’s a
friend and I don’t want to see him
getting into any trouble.

MYSTERY WOMAN
What are you, a boy scout?

CLARK KENT
Well, my parents really weren’t
comfortable letting me join, but I tried.

The Mystery Woman laughs.
MYSTERY WOMAN

You might want to do some research before
going around accusing people then.
Because whatever you thought was going
on, you’re wrong. Do you even know who I
am?

CLARK KENT
No.

MYSTERY WOMAN
The name’s Lois Lane.

CLARK KENT
Never heard of you.

LOIS LANE
(Formerly Mystery Woman)

You will.
CLARK KENT

And what makes you so special?
Lois Lane, formerly known as Mystery Woman, reaches into her
pocket and pulls out a business card, handing it to Clark
Kent. It reads ‘Lois Lane, Reporter, Daily Planet’.

LOIS LANE
What was your name?

CLARK KENT
Clark Kent.

LOIS LANE
Well Mr. Kent, if I were you, I’d be less
interested in your friend John Smith and
more interested in finding yourself a new
job. You may not have one much longer.
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Lois Lane turns around and walks away from Clark Kent.
CLARK KENT

Strange woman.
Clark Kent looks at the business card and then walks away.
INT - BRAINIAC’S SPACE SHIP - MAIN BRIDGE - SPACE
Brainiac/Vril Dox is walking along his Main Bridge with
purpose towards a chair in the middle.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Interface.
Brainiac/Vril Dox sits down in the chair as a headpiece comes
down from the ceiling and places itself perfectly on his
green skull. When it does, a connection is made between
Brainiac/Vril Dox and Brainiac/Computer Form is created.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Are the upgrades provided by Luthor in
place?

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

They will be in moments.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Cross-reference my visual memory of the
drawing in my hand with possible space
craft detected leaving annihilated
planets within the last five temporal
cycles.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

No matches found.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Ten cycles.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

No matches found.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Twenty cycles.
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BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

No matches found.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Thirty.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Three matches found.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
I knew it. Kryptonian origin.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Correct. One of two manned and one
unmanned Kryptonian space crafts detected
leaving the sector at Zero Hour match the
extrapolated physical parameters of the
drawing’s subject. Analysis of  possible
trajectory of crafts suggests this planet
was one potential destination.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Use the newly enhanced sensors to scan
for the quantum energy signature detected
in original scans of the planet after
receiving Luthor’s message.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Structure of alien origin detected on
planet’s surface.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Where?
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(in Computer Form)
Northern most continental land mass.
Indications are that magnetic poll shift
allowed for masking of coordinates to
energy source.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

But Luthor’s enhancements allowed us to
cut through the magnetic interference?
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BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Correct.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
I knew Luthor’s design would do the
trick. Scan for Kryptonian life forms in
the vicinity of the structure.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Scanning. None detected.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Expand search to include all of the
northern hemisphere.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Scanning. None detected.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
Initiate planet wide scan for evidence of
Kryptonian DNA.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Scanning. Too many potential matches.
BRAINIAC (CONT’D)

(as Vril Dox)
What?

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Comparison analysis of DNA base pair
sequences of Kryptonian and human DNA
suggests very few variations of humanoid
parameters.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Just enough to be able to hide in plain
sight.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Correct.
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BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Then I suppose a more effective strategy
will have to be implemented. I can not
destroy the structure without being
certain that the Kryptonian is here and
effectively neutralized. Otherwise my
control of Kryptonian knowledge can never
be total. Begin scenario analysis of
possibly confronting a Kryptonian on
unknown terrain. Include all
environmental factors including radiation
levels of this solar system’s yellow sun
versus the red sun of Krypton.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

Beginning analysis.
Brainiac/Vril Dox sits in his chair staring intently at
nothing.
INT - DAY - PACKAGING PLANT - MAIN WAREHOUSE - LATER
Clark Kent walks up to John Smith. John Smith is talking to
another Employee.

CLARK KENT
What exactly are you involved in?

John Smith and the other Employee look at Clark Kent
confused.

EMPLOYEE #1
Who? Me?

CLARK KENT
No, John.

JOHN SMITH
What are you talking about Kent? I’m not
involved in anything?

CLARK KENT
Then why are you talking to a reporter?

EMPLOYEE #1
What is he talking about John?

JOHN SMITH
I have no idea.
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CLARK KENT
That friend of yours I kept seeing you
talking to who you told me was no one?
Well I went and talked to no one and she
gave me her card.

Clark Kent pulls out the business card Lois Lane gave him and
hands it to John Smith. The Employee takes the card from John
Smith.

EMPLOYEE #1
You’re talking to reporters? I thought we
were trying to get them to leave us
alone?

JOHN SMITH
And how do you think we were going to get
that done Carl? By asking them nicely?
They aren’t the sort of people to do
things when you ask them nicely.

Carl, formerly known as Employee #1, starts backing away and
handing the card back to John Smith.

CARL
I, I’m sorry. I’m not sure that I can do
this anymore. I’ve got a family to think
about.

JOHN SMITH
We’re all thinking about our families
Carl.

CARL
I’m sorry.

Carl walks away from John Smith and Clark Kent, leaving the
two of them alone.

CLARK KENT
What’s going on John? Who are they and
what is it that they’re doing that has to
do with whatever’s going on?

JOHN SMITH
Well, since you’ve decided to muscle your
way into the problem and put yourself in
danger, I might as well tell you why
you’re in danger.

John Smith looks around suspiciously for a moment before
continuing.
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JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
You remember that time we talked about
why we took a job here and I said that it
was about obligation?

CLARK KENT
Yes.

JOHN SMITH
The obligation I had when I took this job
is to my father. He used to run this
warehouse. He was the Foreman of the
place for most of his life. Made really
good money doing it too. But most of all
he did his best to keep this place
running to make sure that all the people
working here had a job when they needed
one, including my brother and me. But the
reason all these accidents keep happening
aren’t exactly because he worked himself
to death, it’s because he died on the
job.

CLARK KENT
What happened?

JOHN SMITH
(quietly)

The mob.
CLARK KENT

(quietly)
The mob?

JOHN SMITH
They were looking for a new front company
and this place was at the top of their
list. But they couldn’t go through the
board or the owners because too many of
them were too high up on the food chain
with a lot of connections in the
government. So they went after the one
person they thought was the most
vulnerable.

CLARK KENT
The Foreman.
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JOHN SMITH
But my dad wouldn’t budge. He wouldn’t
let some big bad boss intimidate him into
turning this place into a shipping
company that only ships products filled
with special packages for alternate
delivery routes. He tried to protect the
people and the jobs that they have, and
then the support cable of an outdoor
crane bringing in the heavy shipments
from the boats suddenly snapped. He was
crushed under it.

CLARK KENT
I’m sorry.

JOHN SMITH
Shortly after that, Bruno Mannheim
started showing up, having meetings with
the new Foreman and they got very chummy
with each other. My brother took a job
here to try and find a way to prove that
what happened to our father wasn’t an
accident, and his forklift’s breaks
stopped working one day, sending the
forklift into the river and trapping him
inside.

CLARK KENT
And now you’re here trying to prove they
both were murdered?

JOHN SMITH
No, now I’m just trying to prove that
Laurel is in the pocket of the mob and
have the proof splashed across the front
page of the Daily Planet. At least then
there’s a good chance that the whole
truth could come out eventually.

CLARK KENT
Or could get you killed.

JOHN SMITH
It’s like I said Kent, just because
helping out is hard is no reason not to
do it. Lois is helping me put the story
out. But she’s got deadlines and she
keeps pushing me for information that I
can’t get without becoming a little
creative with the computer system
handling all the orders.
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Clark Kent hesitates for a moment.
CLARK KENT

Well then, let me help you.
JOHN SMITH

I appreciate the offer, but just telling
you all this is probably going to get you
hurt or killed. Mannheim is the brutal,
sadistic killer type of mob boss. The
other people who have had accidents
happen to them since you started working
here? They were all trying to help me get
the truth out there so that Lois could
write it. And look what happened to them.

CLARK KENT
I’m not as easy a target as you may
think.

JOHN SMITH
You sure you want to get involved in
this? I thought you weren’t into the
whole heroics thing.

CLARK KENT
It’s not about being a hero, it’s about
helping people. Isn’t that what you like
to tell me?

JOHN SMITH
All right. If you really want to help.

John Smith hands Lois Lane’s business card back to Clark
Kent.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
Get a hold of Lois. Get her to meet you
somewhere and tell her everything you can
remember about the accidents you saw.
There might be something there that me or
one of the others missed.

CLARK KENT
Will do.

Clark Kent turns around and starts to leave.
JOHN SMITH

Oh, and Clark? Make sure it’s some place
you won’t be seen together so that people
don’t ask questions.
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CLARK KENT
Right.

Clark Kent leaves John Smith alone in the section of the
warehouse they were just in.
INT - DAY - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE
The elevator’s light turns on, indicating that someone is
coming up. Eventually, the doors open and two men dressed in
generals’ uniforms step out with Mercy behind them.

MERCY
I’m sorry Mr. Luthor, but they insisted
on seeing you immediately.

Lex Luthor faces the two men with a smile.
LEX LUTHOR

It’s all right Mercy. I’ve been expecting
them.

General #1 steps forward.
GENERAL #1

Mr. Luthor I’ll get straight to the
point. Our satellites have picked up what
appears to be an Unidentified Object in
space that appears to be of extra-
terrestrial origin orbiting the planet.
And given the power that Luthorcorp has
been using up in recent days and the
transmissions you’ve been sending out
into space, I would imagine we have you
to thank for that.

LEX LUTHOR
Yes, you do.

GENERAL #2
What have you done Lex?

LEX LUTHOR
Made the biggest discovery in human
history it seems. No thanks to you and
your contractors.

GENERAL #2
Mr. Luthor.
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LEX LUTHOR
I petitioned the government for funding
to support my search for extra-
terrestrial life and you laughed in my
face. Access to S.E.T.I., Hubble, all of
it denied. So I did the only thing I
could. I built my own communications
technology. And now that it’s contacted
alien life, you come running.

Lex Luthor walks around to stand behind his desk and face the
Generals.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
It’s really quite pathetic.

GENERAL #1
Luthor, the United States Government will
NOT stand idly by while the very nature
of the universe is changed by.

LEX LUTHOR
Actually that’s exactly what you’re going
to do. Because you have nothing. And I
have everything. I have the technology
and the knowledge of how to contact
what’s up there, and I’ve actually spoken
with what’s up there. What do you have?

The Generals remain silent.
LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)

That’s what I thought. Mercy, please have
security escort these men out. They have
a long trip home ahead of them.

MERCY
Sir?

Lex Luthor looks at Mercy for a moment.
MERCY (CONT’D)

Yes sir. Gentlemen, if you’ll follow me.
After a long moment of silence, the Generals eventually turn
around and enter the elevator again, leaving with Mercy.
EXT - NIGHT - THE ALLEY BEHIND ORACLE’S BAR AND GRILL - LATER
Clark Kent stands at the entrance of the alleyway. After a
while, a cab pulls up a few feet away from the alleyway and
stops. Lois Lane gets out of the cab and pays the cab driver.
Lois Lane walks over to Clark Kent.
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LOIS LANE
Mr. Kent?

CLARK KENT
Ms. Lane. It’s good to see you again.

LOIS LANE
Of course it is. So have you got
something for me?

CLARK KENT
That depends.

LOIS LANE
On what?

CLARK KENT
On who you’re really reporting for.

LOIS LANE
What do you mean?

CLARK KENT
These mobsters, whoever they are, they
aren’t getting their information from the
pages of a newspaper. Which means there
are only a few places they could be
getting their information from. And since
I’m pretty much convinced that the people
hurt in the accidents aren’t talking, and
John’s talking to reporters about this,
that leaves only one place where they
could be getting it from.

LOIS LANE
Wow, you almost sound like a reporter.

CLARK KENT
Well I took classes in school for
journalism.

LOIS LANE
Then you must know that a reporter’s
first allegiance is to truth and justice.
And the truth is that these criminals are
exploiting regular working people for
their own purposes. There’s no justice in
that.

A Shadowy Figure walks towards Clark Kent and Lois Lane.
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SHADOWY FIGURE
Depends on whose justice we’re talking
about here.

Lois Lane and Clark Kent look towards the Shadowy Figure who
steps out of the shadows.

LOIS LANE
Who are you?

SHADOWY FIGURE
Someone with more important priorities
then truth and justice.

The Shadowy Figure pulls out a gun and pulls back the hammer,
loading it. Clark Kent moves in front of Lois Lane to protect
her.

LOIS LANE
What are you doing?

SHADOWY FIGURE
I should think that would be obvious.

LOIS LANE
Not you, him.

Lois Lane shoves Clark Kent.
LOIS LANE (CONT’D)

What are you going to do? Catch the
bullet with your hand?

CLARK KENT
I was just.

SHADOWY FIGURE
Enough talk.

The Shadowy Figure fires the gun. Clark Kent grabs Lois Lane
and dives for safety as the bullets hurtle towards them.
Several of the bullets bounces off Clark Kent’s back. Clark
Kent lands partly on top of Lois Lane, stunning her slightly.
Clark Kent gets up to see the Shadowy Figure standing with
the gun in hand.

SHADOWY FIGURE (CONT’D)
What the hell? I hit you. I know I hit
you.

CLARK KENT
Obviously, you missed.
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Clark Kent chases the Shadowy Figure out of the alley. The
Shadowy Figure runs right out into the street as an oncoming
car speeds towards him. The car hits him at full speed,
killing him on impact. Clark Kent looks on, unable to do
anything as the Shadowy Figure dies.

LOIS LANE
Ow.

Clark Kent turns around to see Lois Lane pulling herself to
her feet. Clark Kent walks over to Lois Lane.

CLARK KENT
Are you all right?

LOIS LANE
Better than I could have been if you
hadn’t been the world’s biggest boy scout
and saved me from a severe case of lead
poisoning.

CLARK KENT
Can I take that as a yes?

LOIS LANE
Yeah. What about you? Did you catch the
bullets?

CLARK KENT
What?

LOIS LANE
Did they hit you? Are you bleeding?

CLARK KENT
Oh. No, I’m fine. I think they missed.

LOIS LANE
Then why aren’t we dead now?

Lois Lane looks towards the accident which has just taken
place.

LOIS LANE (CONT’D)
Oh. Is he?

CLARK KENT
I think he’s dead. Any thoughts as to why
they were coming after you?
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LOIS LANE
I’m a reporter. Take your pick of
articles I’ve written and I’m sure you
can find a reason.

CLARK KENT
He seemed more professional then your
average person though.

LOIS LANE
You think it might have been a mob hit?

Clark Kent and Lois Lane look at each other before speaking
the same words.

CLARK KENT
(together with Lois Lane)

John.
Lois Lane pulls out her cell phone and calls a phone number.

CLARK KENT (CONT’D)
You have his phone number?

LOIS LANE
I make it a point to know everything
possible about the people I use as
sources. It makes it easier to know if
they’re lying to me or not. He’s not
picking up.

Lois Lane walks up to the curb and signals for a taxi.
CLARK KENT

We need to find him. He could be in
danger too. Do you know his address too?

LOIS LANE
What do you think the taxi is for Kent?

CLARK KENT
I can get to him faster.

LOIS LANE
How?

A cab pulls up in front of them. Lois Lane opens the rear
door for Clark Kent.

LOIS LANE (CONT’D)
Come on, get in.
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Clark Kent decides to get into the cab with Lois Lane. The
cab drives off.
INT - NIGHT - LUTHORCORP BUILDING - COMMUNICATIONS ROOM AT
LUTHORCORP
Lex Luthor is standing at the main control panel of the
Communications Room. Lex Luthor is entering equations into
the main control panel and hitting the send button.

LEX LUTHOR
Damn it.

On the main screen is a picture of the earth with
Brainiac/Vril Dox’s space ship visibly in orbit.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Come on, I know you’re up there. I know
you’re receiving this. All you have to do
is answer me.

Lex Luthor tries again by entering equations into the main
control panel and hitting send. Brainiac/Vril Dox appears on
the main computer screen.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

And what possible motivation could I have
for taking such an action?

LEX LUTHOR
What did you find? What is it about that
drawing that made you leave so quickly?
What’s a Kryptonian?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Something far more powerful and more
interesting then what you could possibly
offer me. And while I really must thank
you for providing me with the sensor
upgrade I required to locate the power
source and its owner, our business
transaction is completed. Further
communication is now pointless. As a
courtesy, I will not destroy Luthorcorp
Tower if you cease and desist in your
transmissions.
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LEX LUTHOR
That ship could be the answer to
questions I’ve been asking myself most of
my life. I need to find it and understand
it.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Then as a further courtesy, I will extend
to you a glimpse at the answer you long
for.

Brainiac/Vril Dox is replaced on the main screen by a black
and a white Superman “S” symbol that appears to fill up the
screen.

LEX LUTHOR
What the hell?

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

If you can find the owner of this symbol
before I do, then you may yet find the
answers to the questions you seek. If
not, then you die a frustrated, angry,
unfulfilled human being who can not begin
to comprehend the magnitude of what it is
he is involved in. End transmission.

Lex Luthor enters commands into the main control panel in an
attempt to get the Superman “S” symbol to go away. The symbol
continues to display on the screen.

LEX LUTHOR
What is this?

Lex Luthor walks over to several computers, and gets the same
Superman “S” symbol every time he enters a keystroke.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
How do I locate the source of this
symbol?

Lex Luthor moves to another computer, and as soon as he
enters one keystroke, the Superman “S” symbol appears on that
screen as well.

LEX LUTHOR (CONT’D)
Answer me.

Eventually, he picks up the computer monitor closest to the
main computer screen and throws it at the main computer
screen.
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EXT - NIGHT - OUTSIDE JOHN SMITH’S APARTMENT BUILDING - LATER
The cab with Clark Kent and Lois Lane in it pulls up to the
building. The building has people running out of it as the
fire alarm sounds. Lois Lane and Clark Kent get out of the
cab. Lois Lane pays the cab driver.

LOIS LANE
Thank you.

CAB DRIVER
No problem.

The cab drives off. Clark Kent and Lois Lane look up at the
fourth floor window which has smoke coming out of it and
flickering light.

LOIS LANE
What do you want to bet?

CLARK KENT
What floor is he on?

LOIS LANE
Fourth. Apartment 419.

Clark Kent runs into the front door everyone else is running
out of.

LOIS LANE (CONT’D)
Kent.

Lois Lane stays behind outside in front of the building.
INT - NIGHT - INSIDE JOHN SMITH’S APARTMENT BUILDING
Clark Kent runs up four flights of stairs past others running
down. When Clark Kent reaches the fourth floor, he runs to
the door with the smoke coming out from under it.

CLARK KENT
John. John Smith.

Clark Kent doesn’t receive an answer from behind the door, so
he backs up two steps and then breaks the door down with
almost no effort. Clark Kent walks into the apartment with
fire everywhere and smoke leaving through the now open door.
INT - NIGHT - INSIDE JOHN SMITH’S APARTMENT
Clark Kent walks through the apartment unaffected by the
smoke and fire around him.
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CLARK KENT
John?

JOHN SMITH
Clark?

Clark Kent walks through the flames to the sound of John
Smith. John Smith is lying in the middle of his one room
apartment on the floor.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
Clark, what are you doing here?

CLARK KENT
Lois and I were attacked when we met. We
came to rescue you.

JOHN SMITH
A little late for that.

CLARK KENT
Come on, I’m getting you out of here.

Clark Kent kneels down and tries to pick John Smith up.
JOHN SMITH

No, Clark. It’s too late.
CLARK KENT

It’s never too late.
JOHN SMITH

Clark.
John Smith moves one of his hands down to his chest,
revealing several bullet wounds bleeding heavily.

JOHN SMITH (CONT’D)
It’s too late.

CLARK KENT
John.

JOHN SMITH
Just promise me one thing. Don’t let me
die in vain. Do the right thing. Make
sure that whoever did this doesn’t get
away with it.

CLARK KENT
I won’t. I promise. But hang in there
with me and I’ll make sure that we can
bring them down together.
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Clark Kent picks up John Smith and carries him out the door.
INT - NIGHT - INSIDE JOHN SMITH’S APARTMENT BUILDING
Clark Kent begins hurrying down the hallway towards the
stairs.

JOHN SMITH
I guess you really are meant to be a
hero, aren’t you Kent?

John Smith dies. Clark Kent carries John Smith out of the
apartment building and down to the front door.
EXT - NIGHT - OUTSIDE JOHN SMITH’S APARTMENT BUILDING
A paramedic brings a gurney over and Clark Kent sets John
Smith down on the gurney.

PARAMEDIC #2
Is he all right?

CLARK KENT
He’s dead.

Lois Lane rushes over to Clark Kent as the paramedic checks
on John Smith while wheeling the gurney away.

LOIS LANE
Is he?

Clark Kent doesn’t answer.
FADE OUT.

INT - POLICE STATION IN METROPOLIS - LATER
Clark Kent and Lois Lane sit together in the witness waiting
area of the police station. The police station is filled with
officers and detectives moving about every which way.

LOIS LANE
So what did they ask you?

CLARK KENT
Mostly about the fire. Whether I started
it, what I was doing there. What about
you?

LOIS LANE
They didn’t really ask much. Especially
after I told them I was a reporter.
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CLARK KENT
They must have wanted to know something.
What did you tell them? That you wouldn’t
talk because you were protecting a
source?

LOIS LANE
Actually, the opposite. That I was there
because someone took a shot at me and
that my source died in the fire. Gave
them a pretty good place to start with a
motive for the fire, and the bullets in
John’s chest.

CLARK KENT
Good. John asked me to promise that I
would make the people who did this pay.
That will help.

LOIS LANE
You’re not going to go all vigilante on
me and try and take out the guys who
ordered the hit are you?

CLARK KENT
Honestly? I thought about it. But no, I’m
no vigilante. I’m just a guy who doesn’t
like to see people get hurt for doing the
right thing. The police will deal with
this in their own way. Hopefully by
putting these people behind bars.

LOIS LANE
You really are a giant boy scout aren’t
you?

All of the radios and television sets in the police station
suddenly squeal at a sudden change in frequency. It makes all
the people in the station cover their ears and take notice.
When the squealing stops, Brainiac/Computer Form appears on
every television and computer screen, and his voice can be
heard over every radio and television in the place.

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

People of Earth. I have taken over
control of every electronic device on the
planet so that I might deliver this
message to you.

People crowd around their televisions, computers, and radios
to hear Brainiac/Computer Form speak.
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BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(in Computer Form)

I am the Brain Interactive Construct. A
being from a planet far more advanced
then your own several thousand light
years away from your own dismal corner of
the universe. I have come in search of
another being from another world which
does not belong on your own. A being
known as a Kryptonian.

The scene changes to Lex Luthor’s Office.
INT - NIGHT - LEX LUTHOR’S OFFICE - LUTHORCORP BUILDING
Lex Luthor stands in front of his computer screen watching
Brainiac/Computer Form speak to the entire planet.

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

In my attempts to search out this being,
I have been unable to locate him. So I am
sending out this message across your
entire planet in every language your
planet possesses in the hopes that the
Kryptonian will hear me and come to me.
They have something I want.

Lex Luthor looks down at a recent drawing of the Superman “S”
symbol on his desk before looking back at the screen.
INT - NIGHT - POLICE STATION IN METROPOLIS
Lois Lane and Clark Kent walk over to a policeman’s computer
to view the image of Brainiac/Computer Form speaking.

BRAINIAC
(in Computer Form)

If the Kryptonian comes to me and
surrenders willingly, then your planet
will be spared the certain destruction
that I could rain down upon it and all
its people. If not then I shall be forced
to invade and use your entire planet as
cattle to the slaughter in my search to
be certain the Kryptonian is destroyed.
You have twelve of these Earth hours
Kryptonian, or a major city of this
planet will be destroyed. Beginning with
the one you landed in. End transmission.
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Clark Kent and Lois Lane look at each other as the
transmission ends. Suddenly, Clark Kent hears another
screeching noise that no one else hears.

LOIS LANE
Clark? Clark what’s wrong?

Clark Kent starts moving away from Lois Lane and everyone
else.

CLARK KENT
I have to go.

Clark Kent walks out the door as everyone in the police
station except for Lois Lane panics.
EXT - NIGHT - OUTSIDE THE POLICE STATION IN METROPOLIS
Clark Kent looks around outside for a moment. Every person in
the vicinity is beginning to panic from Brainiac/Computer
Form’s message. Clark Kent uses his super speed to run away
in the panic.
INT - NIGHT - HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT - MOMENTS
LATER
Clark Kent runs through the door of his home in Smallville.
Clark Kent is covering his ears as he searches for the source
of the screeching noise.
EXT - NIGHT - OUTSIDE HOME OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT
Clark Kent walks out of the house towards the storm cellar.

JOR-EL
Kal-El.

Clark Kent walks over to the cellar door and opens it, going
down into it following the screeching noise he hears.
INT - NIGHT - STORM CELLAR OF JONATHAN AND MARTHA KENT
Clark Kent walks down into the storm cellar. A blue-red light
shines and it brings Clark Kent closer to the space ship that
brought him to Earth.

JOR-EL
My son.

Clark Kent walks up to the space ship as the light gets
brighter.
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JOR-EL (CONT’D)
It is I, Jor-El. Your father. A distant
memory from your past. This beacon has
been activated for your protection. The
dark force which destroyed your home has
come to your new one to threaten you and
everything you hold dear. It is for this
reason that I have been activated.

The space ship lights up a particular section in front of
Clark Kent which looks like a handle. Clark Kent reaches out
and takes hold of it.

JOR-EL (CONT’D)
It is time to learn of your origins Kal-
El.

A huge flash of light envelops the entire storm cellar.
INT - DAY - FORTRESS OF SOLITUDE - THE NORTH POLE
Clark Kent lets go of the handle on his space ship and looks
around.

CLARK KENT
What is this place?

JOR-EL
Part of your heritage. A fortress created
in the image of our home planet by
designs housed within the on-board
computer of your ship. The creation of
the fortress was activated when a
transmission matching the frequency
parameters used by the Brain Interactive
Construct was detected heading to this
planet.

CLARK KENT
Why? What did this thing do?

JOR-EL
It destroyed our home Kal-El. A planet
called Krypton. A civilization of great
knowledge and power which only wanted to
bring peace and harmony to its people and
the universe. Unfortunately, our people
were unable to come to an agreement on
the way in which to bring that to the
universe. Ironically to the point of
civil war.
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In our quest for the proper solution, the
leader of one faction, a man by the name
of Zod sent a message to a being known to
some as Brainiac. The Brain Interactive
Construct’s sole purpose is the
collection of knowledge to the exclusion
of all else. Its thirst for knowledge is
so great that it would not allow any
knowledge it collected to be shared by
other races. Even its own.

CLARK KENT
It destroyed its own planet?

JOR-EL
Along with Krypton when Zod gave it the
co-ordinates for our home planet.

CLARK KENT
And now it’s come to Earth. To destroy me
and the planet I call home.

JOR-EL
You are the last son of Krypton Kal-El.
Your existence must not come to an end if
the legacy of our planet is to survive.
You must save this planet from the same
fate as our own.

CLARK KENT
How? What do I have to do?

A chamber rises from the cold, snowy floor of the fortress.
Inside is a black armor plated uniform with a silver Superman
“S” symbol on the chest.

JOR-EL
Your powers on this planet may be great
Kal-El, but there is more that you could
do. More that you will have to do in
order to save this planet. For this
reason, the Kryptonian warrior’s body
armor in front of you will amplify the
power of the sun which gives you the
great powers you hold on this planet. But
first you must get to the ship in orbit.
That requires more than what you can
currently do with your abilities. Come to
me my son.

Clark Kent walks up to the chamber. As soon as Clark Kent
touches the crystal glass of the chamber, a white light
envelopes the entire fortress.
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Before Clark Kent’s eyes, a series of images flash before
him, downloading the information into his head. Information
about Krypton, Brainiac, and every theory and applied ability
of flight.

JOR-EL (CONT’D)
You are prepared my son. I have instilled
in you the knowledge that you will need
to face the Brain Interactive Construct
and defeat him. It is now up to you to
use the knowledge of Krypton to save this
planet and all of its inhabitants.

Then the white light disappears. Clark Kent/Superman emerges
from the chamber in full black body armor, a cape flowing
behind him. Clark Kent/Superman looks up into the sky above
the Fortress of Solitude. Clark Kent/Superman launches
himself into the sky, flying into the atmosphere.
EXT - NIGHT - SPACE
Clark Kent/Superman flies up to Brainiac’s space ship which
is orbiting planet Earth. The mouth of Brainiac’s space ship
opens up like a docking port and Clark Kent/Superman flies
right into the centre of it. Clark Kent/Superman finds the
Main Control Room of Brainiac’s ship.
INT - BRAINIAC’S SPACE SHIP - MAIN CONTROL ROOM
Clark Kent/Superman lands in the Main Control Room of
Brainiac’s ship. Brainiac/Vril Dox is sitting on a large
throne-style seat against a wall of the Main Control Room. On
Brainiac/Vril Dox’s head is a crown-type interface with
cables attached leading to a large panel that looks like a
giant brain behind him.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

The Kryptonian I presume?
The crown-type interface lifts itself off Brainiac/Vril Dox’s
head and he stands up.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

I somehow thought you’d be taller.
Clark Kent/Superman walks up to Brainiac/Vril Dox and looks
him in the eye.

CLARK KENT
(as Superman)

Well I’m sorry to disappoint.
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

So you’ve come to surrender yourself to
me? Good, that will cut down on my use of
resources and time. I appreciate it very
much.

CLARK KENT
(as Superman)

I’m not here to surrender to you
Brainiac. I would never surrender to
anyone who would destroy an entire planet
just to satisfy their insatiable need for
knowledge. The need for knowledge should
never outweigh the value of life. That’s
what you are Brainiac. You’re what
absolute knowledge does. You destroy.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Look at you. The universe’s champion of
right and wrong. How quaint. You know,
I’ve been studying up on the history of
this planet, not to mention your own. You
seem to be the only humanoid on this
entire planet who feels a need to draw
that apparent line. Perhaps you are
better off simply surrendering to me and
allowing for your destruction. No one on
this dirt ball will ever accept you for
who and what you are. They will never
believe that your idea of right and wrong
is the right one. These humans have spent
most of their recorded history killing
each other just to give themselves the
right to make that very claim. And five
thousand years later, they’re still
having the same argument. Your own people
couldn’t stop killing each other long
enough to keep me from destroying
everything they were trying to protect.
Why even try?

CLARK KENT
(as Superman)

Because it’s the right thing to do.
Clark Kent/Superman grabs Brainiac/Vril Dox by the collar and
picks him up over his head.
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CLARK KENT (CONT’D)
(as Superman)

And I won’t let you take away the chance
these people have at learning from their
mistakes. No matter how long it might
take or how costly it might be. Whether
they’re willing to take that chance or
not. That chance is what you took from
Krypton, and as its last survivor, I
can’t let you destroy any more planets.
It ends here Brainiac.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Then stop me.
Clark Kent/Superman is suddenly hit with a laser beam from
behind. It makes Clark Kent/Superman let go of Brainiac/Vril
Dox and drop to one knee.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

You really didn’t think I wouldn’t be
prepared for your arrival did you?

Brainiac/Vril Dox steps back from Clark Kent/Superman as
another laser beam hits him from the front and makes Clark
Kent/Superman stumble backwards. Clark Kent/Superman gets his
footing and then comes at Brainiac/Vril Dox with super speed.
Clark Kent/Superman tries to throw a punch but Brainiac/Vril
Dox grabs the fist and catches it.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

Or for all the fantastic powers that the
yellow sun of this planet would give to
you? Your new home will die just as
easily as the old one. Starting with your
monument to the old one in the northern
arctic.

Brainiac/Vril Dox throws a punch back which hits Clark
Kent/Superman in the face and causes him to stumble back even
more. Brainiac’s space ship moves into a high orbit over
Earth’s arctic circle.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

I am the Brain Interactive Construct.
Knowledge is my power.
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Clark Kent/Superman comes at Brainiac/Vril Dox harder and
faster. Brainiac/Vril Dox fights back with another punch to
the face.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

I have the knowledge of two hundred
civilizations at my fingertips. I’ve seen
more societies rise and fall then this
pathetic little blue planet will ever
hope to comprehend. I have stared into
the centre of the universe and seen the
secrets that lie within.

Clark Kent/Superman manages to get in a punch which
Brainiac/Vril Dox barely feels.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

And you think you can overpower me?
Brainiac/Vril Dox grabs Clark Kent/Superman by his shoulders
and throws him across the room.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
Pathetic.

Clark Kent/Superman slowly gets up to face Brainiac/Vril Dox
again.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
Your race was weak, Kryptonian. They had
the knowledge and the power to travel the
universe and save countless lives. Make
the entire universe better, even this
planet with all its flaws and primitive
ideas. But there were too many ideas. Too
many voices trying to tell the rest of
their pathetic race how and why they
should be saving the universe. So I made
it stop.

Clark Kent/Superman comes at Brainiac/Vril Dox again, this
time hitting him with several punches which are felt more by
Brainiac/Vril Dox then previously. Brainiac/Vril Dox fights
back with several punches of his own.

BRAINIAC (CONT’D)
(as Vril Dox)

And now they have but one voice. One
will, one idea of how to make the
universe better. Me.
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Clark Kent/Superman attacks Brainiac/Vril Dox with even more
power behind his punches.

CLARK KENT
(as Superman)

You may have the knowledge of the
universe. You may have great power and
the ability to destroy planets with
nothing more than a thought. But all that
power comes with one flaw. One problem
that makes you just as vulnerable as
every other being in the universe.

Clark Kent/Superman pushes Brainiac/Vril Dox back with his
fists so far that they get very close to the throne-style
chair that Brainiac/Vril Dox was sitting in a few moments
ago.

BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

What’s that?
Clark Kent/Superman grabs Brainiac/Vril Dox by the collar and
forces him into the chair which collapses and sends both of
them into the giant brain behind it, smashing the protective
cover over it.

CLARK KENT
(as Superman)

Pride. You believe so much in your great
knowledge that you fail to see that
you’re convinced greatness means you
could never be overcome. That your great
knowledge would never be destroyed by a
single act of brute force. And because of
that you keep everything that makes you
vulnerable in one place.

The giant brain begins to explode.
CLARK KENT (CONT’D)

(as Superman)
In your brain.

Clark Kent/Superman steps back from Brainiac/Vril Dox as the
entire space ship begins to fall apart.

CLARK KENT (CONT’D)
(as Superman)

And you let me right in here close enough
to get at it.
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BRAINIAC
(as Vril Dox)

Kryptonian. You don’t know what you’ve
done.

Clark Kent/Superman walks away from where Brainiac/Vril Dox
is stuck.

CLARK KENT
(as Superman)

I’ve saved the Earth.
Brainiac/Vril Dox’s space ship begins to explode. Clark
Kent/Superman turns away from Brainiac/Vril Dox and flies out
of Brainiac’s Main Control Room by punching a hole right
through the wall and outer hull of Brainiac’s space ship.
EXT - NIGHT - SPACE
Clark Kent/Superman stops flying in the middle of space to
watch as Brainiac’s space ship explodes in space. Pieces of
Brainiac’s space ship fall into the Earth’s atmosphere, above
the arctic circle. Clark Kent/Superman flies back into
Earth’s atmosphere toward the Fortress of Solitude.
INT - DAY - TELEVISION NEWS REPORTING STUDIO - SEVERAL DAYS
LATER
A Young Television Reporter is sitting at her desk in front
of television cameras filming her reporting the news.

YOUNG TELEVISION REPORTER
Panic gripped the planet for days in the
wake of the mysterious transmission sent
from an unknown source in orbit around
the Earth which seemed to take control of
every electronic transmitter on the
planet to send the message of that Brain
Interactive Construct person, or Brainiac
for short, who appeared in place of every
television program and radio station
broadcast for every channel and frequency
across the globe. But the strange
explosion in the sky and subsequent
reports of a large metal object some
would call a space ship crashing
somewhere in the vicinity of the arctic
circle have allowed government officials
to calm the public to the point where
life is slowly returning to normal.
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Government officials attribute the
destruction of the object to the co-
operation of governments of the world to
build a weapon capable of destroying such
a massive object in space. However,
government officials also refuse to
speculate as to the nature of this object
and where it may have come from. They
have however apparently contracted
Luthorcorp Aerospace Technologies to lead
a salvage and excavation mission to the
site of the crash. Any local residents of
the area are advised to stay clear until
proper safety protocols are in place.

The Young Television Reporter shuffles the papers on their
desk.
EXT - DAY - CEMETERY IN METROPOLIS - SEVERAL DAYS LATER
Clark Kent and Lois Lane are standing in the cemetery at the
funeral of John Smith. After the funeral, Clark Kent and Lois
Lane are walking away from the funeral together.

CLARK KENT
Did you write that article yet?

LOIS LANE
Almost. I know you’re going to hate
hearing this, but I’m sort of having
trouble finding inspiration to write it.

CLARK KENT
Why?

LOIS LANE
Well, getting shot at after having a hit
put out on you by the mob sort of has
that effect on people. I’m kind of
ashamed to admit that it’s had that
effect on me.

CLARK KENT
Mannheim won’t bother you once you write
that article. It’ll put them behind bars.

LOIS LANE
You think so do you? Then maybe you can
explain to me why they came to the one
hit they did get right that night’s
funeral?

CLARK KENT
What?
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Lois Lane points out several men standing on the sidewalk
next to the cemetery in long black trench coats watching
people leaving the funeral. Clark Kent changes directions in
his walk, going straight for the mobsters. Several of the
taller mobsters move to protect Bruno Mannheim when they see
Clark Kent coming.

BRUNO MANNHEIM
Ah, Mr. Kent. Hello there. Nice to
finally meet you. I see you’ve come to
pay your respects to the deceased just as
we have.

CLARK KENT
You? You have respect for the man you
murdered?

BRUNO MANNHEIM
I’ve murdered no one Mr. Kent. I’m a law
abiding citizen with a great amount of
influence in the city of Metropolis.
Making such accusations could be
hazardous to a person’s health. As I
understand it, Mr. Smith was gunned down
in his own home. It would be unfortunate
if something like that were to happen to
you. Or perhaps to someone you care
about.

The Older Gentleman points to Lois Lane who has just now
caught up to the group.

BRUNO MANNHEIM (CONT’D)
But then, I suppose that’s a risk you’ll
have to take if you choose to be a hero.
I’m sure John would tell you that himself
if he could.

Clark Kent shoves his way past the people protecting the
Older Gentleman and grabs him by the collar, shoving him up
against the door of the limousine behind him. The Older
Gentleman waves off his protection who move to do something.

CLARK KENT
John wasn’t trying to be a hero. He just
wanted to try and do the right thing.

LOIS LANE
Clark.

CLARK KENT
He was trying to do the right thing and
you took that chance away from him.
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I won’t let you get away with that. Mark
my words, you’ll pay for that.

Clark Kent raises his fist to the Older Gentleman and that’s
when the several people protecting the Older Gentleman try to
step in but they have trouble prying Clark Kent off of the
Older Gentleman.

LOIS LANE
Clark. Don’t. It’s not worth it. I know
he deserves it but this isn’t the time or
the place. And it’s not what John would
have wanted.

Clark Kent lets go of the Older Gentleman after a few moments
and steps away from the group with Lois Lane behind him.

CLARK KENT
You stay away from me and anyone I care
about. And you stay away from Lois.

BRUNO MANNHEIM
And what are you going to do about it if
I don’t?

Clark Kent turns around and walks away from the Older
Gentleman and his entourage. Lois Lane goes with him.

CLARK KENT
Write the article Lois. I’ll make sure
you’re safe.

LOIS LANE
How?

CLARK KENT
By doing the right thing.

Clark Kent and Lois Lane leave the cemetery together.
INT - DAY - TELEVISION NEWS REPORTING STUDIO - SEVERAL WEEKS
LATER
The Young Television Reporter sits behind her desk staring
into the cameras.

YOUNG TELEVISION REPORTER
As if the news of recent events weren’t
strange and terrifying enough, recent
unconfirmed reports are coming in of
repeated miraculous rescues.
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Several accident victims are reporting
being rescued by a strange man who is
more powerful than the force of a
locomotive and appears able to leap tall
buildings in a single bound. Similar
reports are coming in from a number of
victims of criminal activity, saying that
a strange man has saved them from the
assailants by being faster than a
speeding bullet. Again, I want to stress
that these reports are unconfirmed, but
already one Daily Planet news reporter by
the name of Lois Lane, known for her
recent article about mob corruption in
the shipping industry lead to the
downfall of Bruno Mannheim, has dubbed
this incredible man, Superman. We’ll keep
you up to date on any further
developments in this story. In other
news.

The Young Television Reporter shuffles the papers on her
desk.
INT - DAY - ARCTIC CIRCLE - LUTHORCORP EXPEDITION’S MAIN TENT
Lex Luthor is standing in front of a table. He is looking
through reports of various wreckage already recovered during
the expedition. Researcher #1 comes running up to Lex Luthor.

RESEARCHER #1
Mr. Luthor. Mr. Luthor I think we’ve
found something.

LEX LUTHOR
Something useful?

RESEARCHER #1
We think so sir.

Lex Luthor follows Researcher #1 out of the tent towards what
has been found.

RESEARCHER #1 (CONT’D)
It’s unlike anything we’ve ever seen
before sir. Definitely not of Earth bound
origin.

LEX LUTHOR
I wouldn’t expect anything worthwhile to
be of Earth bound origin. What did you
find?
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RESEARCHER #1
A heat source of some kind sir. Which is
next to impossible in this type of
weather. We think it may be radioactive,
but the radiation we’re detecting from it
doesn’t match any parameters we’ve ever
seen, and it doesn’t appear to be lethal
to anyone who touches it. It’s unreal.

Researcher #1 walks into one of the research areas of the
main tent and Lex Luthor follows them in.

LEX LUTHOR
Are you certain it is real?

RESEARCHER #1
Yes sir. Look.

Lex Luthor is illuminated by a green glow as he walks up to a
glass case with a large piece of Green Kryptonite inside.

FADE TO BLACK.
END CREDITS
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